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Antimicrobial, and particularly antibiotic, resistance poses a significant and growing threat to the health of humans, animals and the environment globally. It is now estimated that antibiotic resistance is one of the leading causes of mortality internationally. In 2019, 133,000 deaths in Europe and 1.27 million deaths globally were directly caused by antibiotic-resistant bacterial infections. Antibiotic resistance has also been estimated to be responsible for approximately 1.5 billion Euros of healthcare costs and productivity losses in Europe alone. While action to address this challenge has accelerated over the last decade, an insufficient antibiotic pipeline and ongoing shortages of essential antibiotics are two of several persistent barriers to reliable access to effective infection prevention and treatment.

In the European Union, the European Commission has developed several initiatives to rejuvenate the antibiotic pipeline and ensure access to effective antibiotics. Some prominent examples include investment in the Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI); the EU One Health Action Plan against AMR; the EU Global Health Strategy; and the pharmaceutical package presented in April 2023, including revisions to the EU pharmaceutical legislation and a recommendation on stepping up EU action to combat antimicrobial resistance in a One Health approach. The recommendation was adopted by health ministers at the EPSCO-council on 13 June 2023, constituting a decisive step in furthering the work on AMR at EU-level and in Member States. Through this recommendation, for the first time ever, targets at EU-level are set for AMR, antimicrobial consumption, and antimicrobial resistance in human health.

AMR has been a priority for the Swedish government for a long time. Through investment in the ENABLE-2 programme for antibiotic research and development, and an annual revenue guarantee reimbursement model for access to essential antibiotics, the Government of Sweden has demonstrated commitment to developing innovative policy solutions to improving sustainable access to effective antibiotics.

Between January and June 2023, Sweden held the Presidency of the Council of the European Union, choosing to address the challenge of AMR as one of the priorities. During these months our focus has been to maintain the possibility of effective treatment of bacterial infections in humans and animals, and to keep the issue of AMR at the top of the international agenda. As a part of this, the Presidency hosted a high-level meeting on antimicrobial resistance in March 2023 to bring together key EU policy-makers and experts to reflect on different possible measures to ensure sustainable access to effective antibiotics as well as on the EU’s contribution to leveraging progress in tackling AMR on a global level.

To inform discussions during this meeting, this policy brief was developed, summarising key developments and initiatives that aim to secure sustainable access to new and pre-existing antibiotics. We are also grateful to members of the reference group that provided invaluable comments and feedback throughout development of the policy brief.

Looking to the future, I hope that the Swedish Presidency has served as a catalyst to stimulate collective action from EU institutions and Member States to address the consequences of continuously increasing antibiotic resistance, alongside other international and national stakeholders. We have several key milestones ahead of us over the next few years representing opportunities to strengthen global governance and commitment to tackle antimicrobial resistance: the finalisation of the pandemic treaty, the publication of the WHO Europe Roadmap on AMR, and the 2024 high-level meeting at the UN General Assembly. To echo the esteemed Professor Otto Cars in his keynote speech during the high-level meeting on AMR in Stockholm, my wish is that we will look back upon the 2024 UN General Assembly meeting as a turning point. With the meeting, something changed and it spurred true and global collective action. Let’s work together to make this vision come true.

Jakob Forssmed
Minister for Social Affairs and Public Health, Sweden
Foreword

Antimicrobial resistance is a major threat to human and animal health as well as global development, economies and food security. In particular, bacterial resistance to antibiotics has significant and growing consequences. Securing sustainable innovation and access to effective antibiotics is fundamental to tackling antibiotic resistance. Despite this, the antibiotic pipeline is not sufficient to meet public health needs, and a fragile supply-chain continues to drive recurrent and prolonged shortages of essential antibiotics in many EU Member States.

In 2009, Sweden was able to effectively use the Presidency of the Council of the European Union as a platform to advocate for EU-level action leading to the decision to develop an EU action plan on antimicrobial resistance. One focus of the 2009 Presidency was to also foster incentives to reinvigorate the antibiotic pipeline and secure access to effective antibiotics. Over the years, many EU presidencies chose to highlight various aspects of addressing antimicrobial resistance. Alongside efforts of Member States, this has contributed to ensuring that antimicrobial resistance has remained high on the policy agenda of the EU. During the 2023 Presidency of the Council of the European Union, Sweden encouraged EU Member States and relevant stakeholders to reflect on the development over the last 14 years, to consider what priorities for action remained, and to set out an agenda for further progress. Just like the COVID-19 pandemic, antimicrobial resistance does not respect national borders and demonstrates the need for collective EU action, together with the World Health Organization (WHO) and other international stakeholders. In response, the EU has taken several steps to strengthen the response to antimicrobial resistance. For example, the development of the European One Health Action Plan against Antimicrobial Resistance (AMR); regular surveillance of antibiotic consumption and resistance by the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC), the European Medicines Agency (EMA) and the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA); and legislation on the irresponsible use of antibiotics in animal health. As efforts to combat antimicrobial resistance should intensify over the next decade, there is significant opportunity for the EU, through its Member States and institutions, to further strengthen its response to antimicrobial resistance and its role as a global leader in this respect.

The purpose of this policy brief is to map the challenges we face in securing access to new and pre-existing antibiotics, and to consider what policy options exist for action with a focus at the EU level. In doing so informed discussions during a high-level meeting on antimicrobial resistance were held as part of the 2023 Swedish Presidency of the Council of the European Union. We are very grateful to the co-authors for their work in producing this policy brief, and they have demonstrated significant dedication and commitment throughout. We are also extremely appreciative to members of the reference group convened to inform the development of this report. The group of representatives from key stakeholders provided feedback on content through constructive discussions in a truly collaborative manner during several virtual meetings and an in-person meeting held in December 2022 in Stockholm. We also wish to thank all stakeholders who volunteered their time to be interviewed. While the evidence gathered and conclusions made can inform decision-making and policy discussions, we would like to emphasise that the views outlined in this policy brief do not represent the position of the Swedish Presidency of the Council of the European Union, European Observatory on Health Systems and Policies, reference group members, or interviewees.

Malin Grape
Ambassador on Antimicrobial Resistance,
Swedish Ministry of Health and Social Affairs

Josep Figueras
Director, European Observatory on Health Systems and Policies
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**Key messages**

Antimicrobial and particularly antibiotic resistance is one of the biggest public health challenges the world faces. Over 1 million years of life are lost each year in the European Union (EU)/European Economic Area (EEA) alone due to antibiotic resistance, and it costs healthcare systems about €1.1 billion annually. These health and economic impacts are expected to worsen. Urgent steps are needed and this policy brief focuses on one area where the EU and its Member States can take effective action, fostering sustainable innovation and improving access to effective antibiotics.

1. **Scientific, economic, structural and regulatory ‘barriers’ continue to limit the development of novel antibiotics with innovative characteristics despite intensified international efforts.**
   - Only a handful of new antibiotics have been developed and launched over the last few decades, and almost none have any innovative characteristics. This means that they are vulnerable to cross-resistance with existing antibiotics.
   - Most large pharmaceutical companies have withdrawn from antibiotic research and development (R&D) because of the high risk of failure and because antibiotics are less profitable than other areas.
   - Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), which now drive antibiotic R&D, face difficulty securing funding for preclinical and early clinical trials, and risk significant economic losses when launching new antibiotics.

2. **Reinvigorating the antibiotic pipeline requires a holistic package of incentives.**
   - **Push** incentives, such as direct funding and grants, can reduce the cost of R&D and have already improved the quality of the preclinical pipeline to some extent.
   - **Pull** incentives, such as financial rewards linked to R&D results, reimbursement reforms and regulatory changes, could increase potential revenue and create viable markets for antibiotics.
   - **Aligning** incentives is important and can be achieved by addressing:
     - public health factors targeting high-priority medical need, supporting antibiotic sustainability, promoting access, and protecting environmental health
     - market factors improving return on investment and supporting SMEs
     - implementation and operational feasibility considering potential political, regulatory, legislative, industry and financial hurdles.

3. **Ensuring timely access to new and existing antibiotics is critical.**
   - Limited access to effective antibiotics poses a risk to patients and drives the development of resistance.
   - Access to new antibiotics is often restricted because they are only launched in larger markets.
   - Access to many existing antibiotics is undermined by supply-chain problems or by their withdrawal due to low profitability.

4. **Improving access to effective antibiotics requires both short- and longer-term measures.**
   - Reducing regulatory administrative hurdles, engaging in good procurement practice, increasing joint purchasing efforts, and considering subscription payment models for these medicines can keep older (but effective) antibiotics on the market by ensuring their economic viability.
   - Strengthening the mapping of production capacities and product availability will improve the transparency of the antibiotic supply chain.
   - Stockpiling and strengthening manufacturing capacities within and outside of the EU can boost the supply chain itself.

5. **The EU has a major role to play both in combatting antimicrobial resistance (AMR) and in contributing to global solutions.**
   - The EU has a major role to play by supporting antibiotic R&D – increased and coordinated funding at the EU level can support both push and pull incentives.
   - EU engagement with other international efforts promotes optimal deployment of incentives.
   - EU commitment can help ensure that the lack of access to appropriate and effective antibiotics is recognized as a threat to global health security and a priority.
   - The EU is uniquely placed to build on its relationships with international institutions and act as a facilitator in the global space, to ensure synergies among existing structures, communicate the cost of inaction, and support national and regional initiatives.
Executive summary

A global challenge
Antibiotic resistance is a leading cause of mortality internationally, and urgent action is needed to tackle this growing threat to public health. It has been estimated that, in 2019, antibiotic resistance was directly responsible for 1.27 million deaths globally. The health burden of antibiotic resistance in the EU/EEA is comparable to that of influenza, tuberculosis and HIV/AIDS combined. It has also been estimated that antibiotic resistance costs about €1.1 billion annually to the healthcare systems of European Union (EU)/European Economic Area (EEA) countries.

Reinvigorating the antibiotic pipeline
Only a handful of new antibiotics have been developed and launched over the last few decades, and almost none have any innovative characteristics such as a new mechanism of action or chemical class. They are therefore vulnerable to rapidly emerging cross-resistance with existing antibiotics. In 2022, the World Health Organization (WHO) described these new antibiotics and those in clinical development as “insufficient” to tackle the challenge of increasing emergence and spread of antibiotic resistance.

Despite intensified international efforts, major scientific, economic and structural barriers to stimulating antibiotic research and development (R&D) persist. Most large pharmaceutical companies have withdrawn from antibiotic R&D because scientific challenges mean there is a high risk of failure for research projects and clinical trials, and antibiotics are less profitable than other therapeutic areas due to small volumes of sales and low prices.

Antibiotics R&D is now driven by academia and small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), many of whom become bankrupt or experience significant economic losses when launching new antibiotics. Due to recent push incentives, the WHO has found that the preclinical pipeline is “innovative and includes a large number of non-traditional approaches”. Yet, SMEs still experience difficulties in securing funding for preclinical and early-stage clinical trials, when the risk of failure is particularly high compared to later-stage clinical development. SMEs are advocating for solutions that will give them the predictability and will encourage private investors (e.g., venture capitalists and larger pharmaceutical companies) to allocate adequate budget for research into new molecules at an early stage.

A holistic incentive package for antibiotic R&D must address public health, market and implementation factors. Public health factors include targeting high-priority medical needs, ensuring antibiotic sustainability, promoting patient access, and protecting environmental health. Market factors include improving the return on investment from developing and commercializing a new antibiotic, and making market participation feasible for SMEs.

Implementation factors include the size of the incentive, timing of incentive delivery, governance of the incentive package, and international coordination.

Increased investment in push incentives, such as direct funding and grants, across all stages of antibiotic R&D is still required. There is a particular unmet need for funding during the preclinical phase of development. This bottleneck in funding means that many antibiotic candidates cannot overcome what has been termed the “valleys of death”, transitioning between early drug discovery and preclinical research, and between preclinical and early clinical development research. There are benefits in distributing this funding through a designated global antibiotic pipeline coordinator. There are some organizations already playing this role at different stages of antibiotic R&D, but a more comprehensive mechanism is still needed.

Developing and implementing pull incentives are essential to creating a viable market for antibiotics. Many options exist, including direct financial pull incentives, such as prospective purchase agreements (i.e., de-linked or partially de-linked subscription payments) and market entry rewards, and indirect financial pull incentives, such as transferable exclusivity extensions and market exclusivity extensions. Each option has its benefits and drawbacks, although prospective purchase agreements (i.e., subscription payments) are most suited to encouraging compliance with antibiotic sustainability, patient access and environmental health manufacturing standards. However, prospective purchase agreements can also be combined with other pull incentives, such as market entry rewards or exclusivity extensions.

Milestone payments can be considered to support SMEs. Milestone payments are a type of push incentive that involve granting funding to developers at specific stages of antibiotic development. This funding is then used to fund subsequent stages of development. They can help to support SMEs, which drive most antibiotic R&D, and to overcome the aforementioned “valleys of death”, which result in the failure of so many antibiotic candidates during preclinical and early clinical development.

Mechanisms to share risk in antibiotic R&D can also secure return on investment for public funds. For example, the Options Model for Antibiotics (OMA) provides a mechanism for public investors to prospectively purchase options to procure new antibiotics at discounted prices, and can provide additional financial support through multiple stages of development.

Ensuring access to new and existing antibiotics
Many existing antibiotics, including generics, are unavailable in several countries. Several factors can influence the availability of an antibiotic in a given country, including whether manufacturers have brought their product to that market and kept it there, as well as whether there is sufficient supply of the antibiotic overall. Financial considerations, and in particular the expectation of insufficient revenues, are cited as the main reason for decisions to not launch or withdraw, while the fragility of the antibiotics supply chain often leads to short- or longer-term shortages.
Shortages of antibiotics are a major issue for all Member States in Europe. In 2019, there were over 1,300 notifications of antibiotic shortages across the EU. These antibiotic shortages have important implications for patients and health systems as they can lead to use of suboptimal antibiotics, prolonged bacterial infections, and spread of antibiotic resistance. WHO classifies antibiotics according to their potential for resistance development in three categories: ‘Access’, ‘Watch’ and ‘Reserve’. In primary care, 90% of common infections can be treated with ‘Access’ antibiotics, which have the lowest risk of resistance development. Shortages of many commonly used ‘Access’ antibiotics, such as amoxicillin and clindamycin, are frequently reported by Member States. In 2020, 8 Member States did not meet the WHO target that at least 60% of human antibiotics used at the country level should be ‘Access’ antibiotics. Addressing antibiotic shortages, along with improved antibiotic stewardship and infection prevention and control, are key to meeting this target.

Limited access to both new and pre-existing antibiotics puts patients at risk, raises costs and contributes to driving increases in antibiotic resistance. This can impact resistance development in several ways. First, use of less effective antibiotics can lead to prolonged infections and greater risk for resistance to emerge. Second, when narrow-spectrum antibiotics are not available physicians often need to prescribe suboptimal broad-spectrum antibiotics that have higher potential for resistance development. Third, insufficient supply of existing antibiotics can attract unseasoned players to supply substandard and falsified antibiotics that are less effective and boost resistance.

To counteract the financial unattractiveness of bringing new or keeping older antibiotics on the market, options such as reducing or waiving annual registration fees and amending sunset clauses could be considered to reduce costs for antibiotics manufacturers. Optimizing procurement terms (for example, avoiding race-to-the-bottom tendering by ensuring that more than one supplier is contracted, and offering contracts that are of sufficient duration and minimum order amounts to attract adequate bids and improve predictability), and also considering delivery security as a factor that will determine whether a tender is awarded, are important considerations and may not require substantial disruption to implement. Joint purchasing approaches can enhance expected revenues by increasing target populations, while subscription payments (or annual revenue guarantees) can contribute to maintaining production and availability.

The limited number of actors involved in the antibiotics production and supply chain, in conjunction with the fact that demand can be difficult to forecast and anticipate, are important contributors to shortages. Despite the overall lack of transparency about where raw materials are procured and where the producers of reaction intermediaries, active pharmaceutical ingredients (API) and finished dosage forms (FDF) are located, it is clear that these activities largely take place outside the EU. A first step towards addressing the fragility of the supply chain could entail a European pharmaceutical production capacity mapping database of all industrial entities that make up the pharmaceutical supply chain. Such a mapping would facilitate efforts to spread risks at procurement and help to identify alternative producers when shortages occur. Additionally, EU-level facilitated exchange between Member States to identify and compare which antibiotic formulations are available in different settings, and which would be the best options for existing medical needs according to best available evidence, could help to identify which products should be the focus of supply efforts. EU action towards strengthening manufacturing capacities along these lines within (and potentially outside) the EU could be further considered to provide long-term solutions. Given the substantial infrastructure and investment requirements, such action should align with national initiatives. Finally, different stockpiling options should be considered, not focusing solely on the final products.

A global solution

Antibiotic resistance is one of the most important global health challenges, and lack of access to appropriate and effective antibiotics is a threat to global health security. Indeed, lack of access to effective antibiotics as a driver of excess mortality is particularly felt in low-income and middle-income settings, which also most acutely experience antibiotic shortages and would experience larger drops in economic growth with an increasing AMR burden. The EU's 2022 Global Health Strategy recognizes AMR as one of the key challenges needing to be addressed in the coming years and commits to a range of actions towards intensifying efforts to do so, including a commitment to support the development of new antibiotics, and the future pandemics agreement provides a unique opportunity to make progress in tackling AMR at the global level. Crucially, the EU can build on its relationships with international institutions, such as the UN Quadripartite, in conjunction with its G7 and G20 membership, and act as a facilitator in the global space towards advancing shared objectives and ensuring synergies among existing structures. Finally, the EU could increase its efforts in communicating both within and outside its confines what the cost of inaction in the face of antibiotic resistance could entail and in actively supporting related national and regional efforts.
Policy brief

1. Introduction

Growing antibiotic resistance poses a major threat to public health

Antibiotics, and other antimicrobials such as antifungals and antivirals, are one of the greatest achievements of modern medicine. Antibiotics have not just revolutionized the treatment of bacterial infections, but also facilitated breakthroughs in other areas of healthcare, such as surgery and oncology. However, growing antibiotic resistance means these breakthroughs are being jeopardized and urgent action is needed to tackle this growing public health threat. The scope of this policy brief is predominantly to focus on antibiotics and antibiotic resistance. However, many of the issues and policy responses discussed in this brief overlap with the broader terms antimicrobials and antimicrobial resistance (AMR).

The health impact of antibiotic resistance is similar to that of influenza, tuberculosis and HIV/AIDS combined

The health and economic impacts of antibiotic resistance are a major challenge for all healthcare systems and societies. Different estimates exist, but there is agreement that antibiotic-resistant infections are responsible for a substantial number of deaths in Europe each year. A review of surveillance data from 2016–2020 collated by the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) found that each year in the EU/EEA resistant infections result in more than 35,000 deaths and more than 1 million years of life lost because of premature death or years lived with disabilities (ECDC, 2022a). This health burden is comparable to that of influenza, tuberculosis and HIV/AIDS combined (Cassini et al., 2018). Antibiotic-resistant bacterial infections impact all Member States, although the health burden is higher in Member States from southern and eastern Europe (Figure 1).

Figure 1: The burden of infections with antibiotic-resistant bacteria is higher in Southern and Eastern Europe
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Vancomycin-resistant E. faecalis / E. faecium
Meticillin-resistant S. aureus
Penicillin-non-wild-type and macrolide-resistant S. pneumoniae
Penicillin-non-wild-type S. pneumoniae
Multidrug-resistant P. aeruginosa
Carbapenem-resistant P. aeruginosa
Carbapenem-resistant K. pneumoniae
Third-generation cephalosporin-resistant K. pneumoniae
Carbapenem-resistant E. coli
Third-generation cephalosporin-resistant E. coli
Aminoglycoside- and fluoroquinolone-resistant Acinetobacter spp.
Carbapenem-resistant Acinetobacter spp.

Note: This figure shows estimations of the burden of infections with antibiotic-resistant bacteria presented as disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) per 100,000 population by country, EU/EEA, 2020. For Sweden, data reported to the European Antimicrobial Resistance Surveillance Network (EARS-Net) for 2016–2020 could not be checked for possible duplicate cases reported from the same patient. Source: ECDC, 2022a.

1 In the majority of this policy brief we refer to antibiotics that treat bacterial infections. Occasionally we have used the broader terms, antimicrobials or anti-infectives. These broader terms also encompass antiviral and antifungal treatments. However, the issues relating to antibiotics discussed are also relevant to antimicrobials and anti-infectives.
Globally, antibiotic resistance is a leading cause of mortality, but its health burden is unevenly distributed

Taking a global perspective, the health burden of antibiotic resistance is highest in Western Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia, with a death rate attributed to antibiotic resistance of 27.3 per 100,000 and 21.5 per 100,000 respectively in 2019 (Figure 2) (Murray et al., 2022). This is significantly higher than in Western Europe, where the death rate attributed to antibiotic resistance was 11.7 per 100,000, although comparable to Eastern Europe, which had a death rate of 19.9 per 100,000. In 2019, it has been estimated that antibiotic resistance was directly responsible for 1.27 million deaths (equivalent to approximately 3,500 people every day). This means that drug-resistant bacterial infections were also responsible for more deaths than both HIV/AIDS (864,000 deaths) or malaria (643,000 deaths) (Murray et al., 2022).

Antibiotic resistance also results in high healthcare costs and productivity losses

From an economic perspective, it is estimated that antibiotic resistance costs about €1.1 billion to the healthcare systems of EU/EEA countries (OECD, 2019). The treatment cost of a resistant infection has been estimated to be between US$10,000 and US$40,000 higher than that of a susceptible infection (Cohen et al., 2010; Smith & Coast, 2013; Tansarli et al., 2013). The additional healthcare costs are driven by a variety of complex and interacting factors. First, the use of second-line antibiotics, or different combinations of antibiotics before the most effective strategy is identified, can increase pharmaceutical expenditure. Second, the higher use of diagnostics and laboratory tests to identify effective treatments and monitor complications is associated with increased costs. Third, patients with antibiotic-resistant infections are more likely to require hospitalization and critical care support. Fourth, antibiotic-resistant bacterial infections may increase the probability of requiring surgery, for example the removal of infected tissue or amputation. Lastly, antibiotic-resistant bacterial infections are associated with substantial increases in length of hospital stay. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) has modelled the economic impact of AMR in the future and estimates that the cumulative costs of AMR to the healthcare systems of EU and OECD countries are expected to reach US$134 billion by 2050 (OECD, 2018).

Broad policies across human, animal and environmental health are required to curb growth of antibiotic resistance

As bacteria are exposed to antibiotics in human, animal and environmental health settings, and may spread between these, the policy responses to antibiotic resistance should take a ‘One Health’ perspective (Forman et al., 2022). This means targeting actions towards the public as well as the healthcare professionals, researchers, veterinarians, farmers and actors involved in different parts of waste management (Table 1). Improving awareness of antibiotic resistance through both public awareness campaigns and

Figure 2: The health burden of antibiotic resistance is highest in Western Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia

Note: This figure shows all-age rate of deaths attributable to bacterial AMR by Global Burden of Disease (GBD) region, 2019.
Source: Murray et al., 2022.
How can the EU support sustainable innovation and access to effective antibiotics?

Table 1: Tackling antibiotic resistance requires targeting actions towards a broad range of stakeholders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLICY AVENUES</th>
<th>EXAMPLES OF MEASURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Increasing awareness of antibiotic resistance      | • Public awareness campaigns at national, regional and local levels, including initiatives such as educational campaigns within schools (e.g., the EU e-Bug programme) and the Antibiotic Guardian Programme for the general public and health professionals (Public Health England).  
• Education and training measures for professionals in the human, animal and environmental health sectors; a dedicated Competency Framework for Health Workers’ Education and Training on Antimicrobial Resistance was published by the WHO in 2018.                                                                                           |
| Strengthening surveillance and monitoring, and moving towards national ‘One Health’ surveillance systems | • AMR surveillance systems should seek to cover the human, animal and environmental health sectors, in line with the ‘One Health’ approach.  
• National surveillance systems should contribute to international surveillance systems, such as EARS-Net, ESAC-Net, HAI-Net, CAESAR, WHO AMC, ESVAC, GLASS.                                                                                                                                                                                                                             |
| Strengthening antibiotic stewardship in human health | • Primary care: Interventions to alter the prescribing behaviour of physicians through (a combination of): non-financial measures such as guidelines, educational curricula, outreach visits, audits, computerized reminders and financial incentives; shared decision-making between the clinician and patient, in combination with delayed prescribing; patient education during consultations; use of diagnostics including rapid point-of-care solutions.  
• Hospital care: Interventions to alter the prescribing behaviour of healthcare professionals, including: educational (e.g., use of educational meetings, materials and outreach visits); persuasive (e.g., outreach visits); restrictive (use of rules and guidelines); environmental restructuring and enablement (use of physical reminders or laboratory improvements). Interventions usually involve multiple techniques. |
| Strengthening IPC in human health                   | • Combination of (vertical and horizontal) IPC measures that include both physicians and nurses (e.g., hand hygiene campaigns) and could be encouraged with financial incentives and/or penalties (related to HAI rates).  
• Evidence-based guidelines on core components of IPC programmes were published by the WHO in 2016.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 |
| Strengthening IPC and reducing inappropriate antibiotic use in animals | • Restricting the use of antibiotics for prevention/prophylaxis and metaphylaxis/control, and the use of antibiotics that are critically important for human use.  
• IPC measures such as implementing higher biosecurity, improved husbandry methods and use of vaccination.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 |
| Limiting the exposure of antibiotic-resistant pathogens to the environment | • Monitoring and regulation of the environment and environmentally related activities or products that influence the spread and development of resistant pathogens, such as high concentrations in emissions from e.g., manufacturing facilities, and implementing measures including advanced wastewater treatment plants to reduce these emissions.                                                                                                                                                                                                                           |
| Fostering R&D of new antibiotics, diagnostics, vaccines and alternative treatment options (phages, microbiota transplantation etc.) | • R&D of antibiotics: Pull and push incentives to boost returns from newly discovered antibiotics or to subsidize the cost of R&D. Recent supranational funding initiatives for push incentives include the Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI), Combating Antibiotic Resistant Bacteria Biopharmaceutical Accelerator (CARB-X) and the Global Antibiotic Research & Development Partnership (GARDP).  
• R&D of diagnostics: Incentives to develop a simple rapid test to distinguish between bacterial and viral infections, including harmonization of regulatory standards and procedures to reduce duplication of clinical studies, minimizing delays and reducing the costs of meeting regulatory standards; application of health technology assessment (HTA) to diagnostics alongside treatments.  
• R&D in vaccines: Stimulate research and use of vaccines; the value of vaccines in combatting AMR should be incorporated into decisions on vaccine development and use.  
• Coordinating research: The approach to AMR research should be multidisciplinary and holistic to avoid gaps in research and/or duplication of efforts; initiatives such as the Joint Programming Initiative on Antimicrobial Resistance (JPIAMR) and Global AMR R&D hub support coordinating research activities globally but with national coordination is also important.                                                                                       |

Source: Anderson et al., 2019.
education of relevant professional groups is key to reducing inappropriate use of antibiotics. Strengthening surveillance is key in order to monitor the usage of antibiotics as well as track trends in the prevalence and incidence of resistant bacterial infections. Promoting antibiotic stewardship includes ensuring that the right antibiotic is used for the right infection at the right time. Infection prevention and control (IPC) is a combination of interventions such as improved sanitation, hand hygiene and vaccination, which aim to prevent the emergence and transmission of healthcare-associated infections (HAI) and resistant bacteria. Finally, fostering R&D of new antibiotics is important in order to be able to replace those that have been rendered ineffective by resistant infection. In addition, the R&D of new diagnostics and vaccines can significantly reduce the unnecessary use of antibiotics and prevent infections.

This policy brief looks specifically at how actions at the EU level can be strengthened to support sustainable access to effective pre-existing and novel antibiotics

While developing holistic and multicomponent strategies in accordance with the ‘One Health’ perspective is key to curbing the development and spread of antibiotic resistance, this policy brief is specifically focused on antibiotic R&D for human health and how actions at the EU level can be strengthened to secure sustainable access to pre-existing and new antibiotics. The brief considers this challenge across the drug development pathway, from stimulating R&D, to registration of antibiotics, and finally the manufacture and supply of antibiotics. The policy brief is structured in accordance with the following policy questions:

- What are the major challenges across the R&D pathway for antibiotics?
- What challenges exist to ensure the sustainable supply of new and pre-existing antibiotics?
- What actions can be taken at the EU level to stimulate research, innovation and development of new antibiotics?
- How can the EU promote sustainable and timely access to pre-existing and new antibiotics once they have been developed and approved?

Box 1: How was the evidence that is summarized in this brief compiled?

The policy brief was produced as a collaboration between the European Observatory on Health Systems and Policies, the London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE) and the Ministry of Health and Social Affairs of Sweden. It draws on an expert-led review of published sources, and stakeholder interviews.

A reference group was convened to support the development of the policy brief, which reviewed iterative drafts and provided feedback during two remote and one in-person meeting. Membership of the reference group was intended to reflect relevant institutions involved in policy for access to new and pre-existing antibiotics at the EU level and in Sweden, and included representatives from DG Santé, World Health Organization (WHO), European Medicines Agency (EMA), European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC), Health Emergency Preparedness and Response Authority (HERA), the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), ReAct, the Platform for Innovation of Existing Antibiotics (PLATINEA) and the Ministry of Health and Social Affairs, with additional input from several governmental agencies.

To gain further insights and perspectives, the co-authors of the brief conducted a range of stakeholder interviews. The full list of interviewees can be seen in ‘Stakeholder interviewees’ in the Prelim pages. Interviewees were selected to ensure a broad range of perspectives from industry, governmental, regulatory and academic representatives.
2. What are the major challenges across the R&D pathway for antibiotics?

This chapter reviews the antibiotic pipeline by first looking at newly approved antibiotics, and then antibiotics currently under development. We then discuss the barriers to stimulating innovation, research and development into novel antibiotics.

2.1. Newly approved antibiotics

**Few newly approved antibiotics are innovative, which makes them susceptible to cross-resistance with pre-existing antibiotics**

Following a particularly active period of antibiotic R&D from 1940 to 1980, there have been relatively few new antibiotics developed over the last three decades (Renwick & Mossialos, 2018). The new antibiotics that have received market approval in recent years have often been adaptations of pre-existing antibiotics and therefore vulnerable to cross-resistance (Mossialos et al., 2010b). This is important as the more unique a new antibiotic is compared to existing antibiotic structures (Box 2), the likelier it is that resistance development will take longer, as pathogens are unlikely to have previously encountered the chemical components of the antibiotic (WHO, 2017b).

Between 2017 and 2021, 12 new antibiotics were approved (Table 3). Generally, these new antibiotics do not meet the aforementioned innovation criteria. There is inconclusive data regarding whether they show evidence of cross-resistance to existing antibiotic classes, and only two of the antibiotics incorporated characteristics which might warrant a new chemical classification. None of these antibiotics had a new target or mechanism of action. Only one new antibiotic is effective against CRAB and CRPA pathogens. Five new antibacterials work against CRE pathogens, and seven new antimicrobials work against other priority pathogens. The WHO 2021 overview and analysis of the antibiotic pipeline describes the supply of recently approved antibiotics as “insufficient” to address the growing threat of antibiotic resistance (WHO, 2022a).

**Box 2: The WHO evaluates new antibiotics according to innovation and priority criteria**

The WHO classifies new antibiotics according to the following innovation criteria:
1. known absence of cross-resistance with existing antibiotics
2. new chemical class
3. new target; or
4. new mechanism of action in terms of the biochemical process through which a drug produces its pharmacological effect.

Alongside these criteria, the WHO evaluates new antibiotics in relation to whether they are targeted towards the WHO priority pathogen list (Table 2). Three pathogens are considered to be a ‘critical’ priority: carbapenem-resistant *A. baumannii* (CRAB), carbapenem-resistant Enterobacterales (CRE), and carbapenem-resistant *P. aeruginosa* (CRPA).

**Table 2: WHO priority pathogens list for R&D of new antibiotics**

**PRIORITY 1: CRITICAL**
- *Acinetobacter baumannii*, carbapenem-resistant
- *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, carbapenem-resistant
- *Enterobacteriaceae*, carbapenem-resistant, extended-spectrum beta-lactamase (ESBL)-producing

**PRIORITY 2: HIGH**
- *Enterococcus faecium*, vancomycin-resistant
- *Staphylococcus aureus*, methicillin-resistant, vancomycin-intermediate and resistant
- *Helicobacter pylori*, clarithromycin-resistant
- *Campylobacter spp.*, fluoroquinolone-resistant
- *Salmonellae*, fluoroquinolone-resistant
- *Neisseria gonorrhoeae*, cephalosporin-resistant, fluoroquinolone-resistant

**PRIORITY 3: MEDIUM**
- *Streptococcus pneumoniae*, penicillin-non-susceptible
- *Haemophilus influenzae*, ampicillin-resistant
- *Shigella spp.*, fluoroquinolone-resistant

Table 3: Only one new antibiotic from those that gained market authorization between 2017 and 2021 is effective against critical priority CRAB and CRPA pathogens and only two are somewhat innovative

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME (TRADE NAME USA/ EU)</th>
<th>MARKET AUTHORIZATION HOLDER(S)</th>
<th>MARKET APPROVED BY (DATE)</th>
<th>EXPECTED ACTIVITY AGAINST PRIORITY PATHOGENS</th>
<th>INNOVATION CRITERIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CRAB</td>
<td>CRPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delafloxacin (Baxdela/ Quofenix)</td>
<td>Melinta Therapeutics (USA) (Menarini, EU)</td>
<td>US FDA (6/2017 ABSSSI, 10/2019 CAP) EC (12/2019 ABSSSI, 02/2021 CAP)</td>
<td>⬜  ⬜  ⬜  ⬜</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plazomicin (Zemdri)</td>
<td>Achaogen (Cipla USA/ QiLu Antibiotics, China)</td>
<td>US FDA (8/2018) EC application withdrew (06/2020)</td>
<td>⬜  ⬜  ⬜  ⬜</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omadacycline (Nuzyra)</td>
<td>Paratek</td>
<td>US FDA (10/2018) EC application withdrew (10/2019)</td>
<td>⬜  ⬜  ⬜  ⬜</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relebactam + imipenem/ cilastatin (Recarbrio)</td>
<td>Merck Sharp &amp; Dohme</td>
<td>US FDA (7/2019 cUTI/ cIAI, 7/2020 HAP/ VAP) EC (2/2020 G-ve)</td>
<td>⬜  ⬜  ⬜  ⬜</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretomanid (Dovprela)</td>
<td>TB Alliance (Viatris)</td>
<td>US FDA (8/2019) EC (8/2020) CDSCO (7/2020)</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lascufloxacin (Lasvic)</td>
<td>Kyorin Pharmaceutical</td>
<td>PDMA (8/2019)</td>
<td>⬜  ⬜  ⬜  ⬜</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levonadifloxacin (Emrok); alalevonadifloxacin (Emrok-O)</td>
<td>Wockhardt</td>
<td>CDSCO (1/2020)</td>
<td>⬜  ⬜  ⬜  ⬜</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contezolid (Youxital); contezolid acefosamil</td>
<td>MicuRx</td>
<td>NMPA (6/2021)</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: This table shows antibacterial agents that gained market authorization between 1 July 2017 and 1 November 2021.

Pathogen activity: ⬜ active; ⬜ possibly active; ⬜ not or insufficiently active; ? activity not assessed, as the antibiotic is focused and developed for only either Gram-positive cocci or Gram-negative rods. Agents not active against critical priority pathogens were assessed for activity against other priority pathogens (OPP), which include the WHO high and medium priority pathogens.

Innovation assessment: ✓ criterion fulfilled; ? inconclusive data; – criterion not fulfilled.

1 Active against Klebsiella pneumoniae carbapenemase (KPC), but not metallo-β-lactamase (MBL)-producing Enterobacterales.
2 New reports suggest that cross-resistance can be obtained when the porin OmpK36 level is varied.
3 First systemic formulation of this class, which was previously used in animals and topically in humans.
4 Approved for the treatment of extensively drug-resistant TB (XDR TB) or treatment-intolerant/non-responsive multidrug-resistant TB (MDR-TB), in combination with bedaquiline and linezolid.

CC: new chemical class; CDSCO: Central Drugs Standard Control Organization of the Government of India; CRAB: carbapenem-resistant A. baumannii; CRE: carbapenem-resistant Enterobacterales; CRPA: carbapenem-resistant P. aeruginosa; EC: European Commission; EMA: European Medicines Agency; MoA: new mode of action; N/A: not applicable; NCR: no cross-resistance to other antibiotic classes; NMPA: China National Medical Products Administration; OPP: other priority pathogens; PDMA: Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Agency (Japan); T: new target; US FDA: US Food and Drug Administration.

Source: Adapted from WHO, 2022a.
2.2. Antibiotics under development

There were 77 antibiotics under development in 2021, but few of them are innovative

The current antibiotic pipeline as of 2021 includes 45 traditional antibacterial agents and 32 non-traditional antibacterial agents such as antibodies, bacteriophages and immunomodulation agents. Similar to recently approved antibiotics, most antibiotics in the clinical phase of development do not demonstrate innovative characteristics. Although 27 of the 45 traditional antibiotics target WHO priority pathogens, only six meet at least one of the four WHO innovation criteria. Only two target at least one of the pathogens considered to be a ‘critical’ priority. The remaining traditional antibiotics target either tuberculosis (TB) (13/45) or Clostridioides difficile (5/45). There appear to be more innovative characteristics in antibiotics under development that target these pathogens. Six antibiotics under development to target TB demonstrate “absence of cross-resistance with existing antibiotics” and seven represent a new chemical class. Four of the five antibiotics under development to target C. difficile demonstrate at least one innovative criterion, with two meeting all innovative criteria. Approximately half of these agents were in the first phase of clinical development (44%; 34/77), a third were in the second phase (38%; 29/77), and a sixth were in the third phase (18%; 14/77) (Figure 3).

2.3. Barriers to stimulating innovation, research and development into novel antibiotics

Many drugs at the early stages of clinical development never obtain market approval

While it may seem that there are many antibiotics under development, it is important to note that many drugs at the early stages of clinical development never obtain market approval. A review of literature on transition probabilities for antibiotics in development found that success rates for antibiotics between phase 1 and 2 was 33.3%, between phase 2 and 3 was 75.0%, between phase 2 and 3 was 75.0%, between phase 3 and submission
for market approval was 85.7%, and between submission and obtaining market approval was 75.0% (Figure 4).

Collectively, these transition probabilities mean that only around one in six antibiotics that enter phase 1 trials subsequently obtain market approval (Figure 4). However, the success rate of moving an antibiotic through preclinical research to market approval is much lower. The success rate across the combined preclinical and clinical pathway has been estimated to be as low as between 1.5–3.5% and can take up to 15 years (Review on Antimicrobial Resistance, 2016). This is caused by a complex range of economic, regulatory, structural and scientific factors that impact many stages of the drug development pathway (Renwick, Brogan & Mossialos, 2016a; Theuretzbacher et al., 2022).

Most antibiotic R&D is undertaken by SMEs with limited financing

Preclinical research aims to identify new molecules that have potential to function as antibiotic agents. Several scientific challenges exist in developing new chemical classes or mechanisms of action against resistant bacteria. Despite the sequencing of the first complete bacterial genome, completed as early as 1995, scientists have been largely unsuccessful in screening target genes to identify drug candidates for new antibiotics (Payne et al., 2007). Instead, developing novel chemical structures that inhibit validated cellular targets appears to be a more promising strategy for developing compounds capable of destroying resistant bacteria. However, discovering novel chemical structures that are safe for human consumption is technically challenging. Moreover, destroying Gram-negative rather than Gram-positive bacteria has proven particularly challenging as Gram-negative bacteria have a protective outer membrane (Miller, 2016). A lack of scientific and technical expertise in antibiotic research also limits progress in this area (Silver, 2011; Theuretzbacher et al., 2022). From a funding perspective, much of the basic science and discovery research is undertaken by academic labs and SMEs that have limited funding available, meaning that many preclinical projects are delayed or abandoned due to financial issues.

In 2021, the WHO identified 217 preclinical projects focused on antibiotic development, involving 121 institutions (WHO, 2022a). Of these 121 institutions, 85.1% (103) were companies, 13.2% (16) were academic institutions, and 1.7% (2) were foundations; 49.5% (51) of these companies had fewer than 10 employees (Figure 5).

Figure 4: Less than 3% of antibiotics make it from preclinical stage to market approval and this can take up to 15 years

Note: This figure shows the success rate of antibiotic development from preclinical stage to market approval. Pre-clinical development is defined as development from Hit-to-Lead studies to just before Investigational New Drug (IND) applications.
Source: Transition probability based upon literature review by Outterson, 2021.

Figure 5: Most preclinical antibiotic research is undertaken by SMEs

Note: This figure shows the categorization of companies with preclinical pipeline projects by ownership and size.
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Once promising antibiotic candidates have been identified, they can move to clinical trial phases if financial support is available. However, these clinical trials can be logistically challenging to conduct due to short treatment windows and lack of rapid point-of-care diagnostics to identify potential participants. Similar to the preclinical research, the majority of clinical development of antibiotic candidates is conducted by SMEs. A survey conducted in 2021 indicated that 75% (41/55) of projects active in late-stage (phase 2 or later) antibiotic development had been developed by SMEs (Access to Medicine Foundation, 2021). As SMEs typically have limited financial and human resources, as well as technical expertise, they sometimes struggle to coordinate or set up clinical trials. In some cases, a SME cannot take the financial risk of moving an antibiotic candidate through to the clinical trial phase, or the development of an antibiotic candidate is significantly delayed while the SME seeks external funding support. There is also a particularly high turnover of SMEs involved in antibiotic development, with many SMEs becoming bankrupt or being dissolved each year. For example, 33.8% (46/136) of developers involved in antibiotic development that responded to a 2020 survey did not respond in the following year, and are now presumed to be inactive (WHO, 2022a).

Investing in antibiotic R&D is financially risky, with a lower expected return on investment than other therapeutic areas

Launching and commercializing a new antibiotic is a financially risky prospect and many antibiotic developers have subsequently experienced significant financial losses or filed for bankruptcy (ReAct, 2021). The expected return on investment of a drug development project can be expressed by the expected net present value (NPV), which is a sum of all expected revenues and costs of a project adjusted for the value of money over time and risk of failure. The expected NPV of an antibiotic development project has been estimated to be US$ –50 million, in comparison to US$ +720 million for a neurological drug and US$ +1.15 billion for a musculoskeletal drug (Sharma and Towse, 2011). An analysis of sales data from developed countries also showed that spending on antibiotics has declined between 2011 and 2020, making the antibiotic market even less attractive for the pharmaceutical industry (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Spending on antibiotics has declined between 2011 and 2020 in developed countries, making the antibiotic market even less attractive for the pharmaceutical industry

Note: This figure shows defined daily dose (DDD) growth compared to spending growth for selected therapy areas in 10 developed markets, 2011–2020. The 10 developed markets are: South Korea, Japan, France, US, Spain, Germany, Italy, UK, Australia and Canada. CAGR: compound annual growth rate.

Source: IQVIA, 2022.
Greater transparency about R&D costs could help design appropriately sized incentives

Estimates of the financial cost of developing a new antibiotic vary considerably. The Review on Antimicrobial Resistance estimated the collective cost of phase 1, 2 and 3 clinical trials in 2015 to be approximately US$133 million, and the cost of post-approval trials to be approximately US$146 million (Review on Antimicrobial Resistance, 2016). In comparison, in 2020, the Wellcome Trust estimated the total cost of antibiotic R&D, including preclinical research, clinical trials and market launch, to be as high as US$1.8 billion for an existing-class antibiotic, and US$2.6 billion for a new-class antibiotic (Wellcome Trust, 2020). Outterson conducted a review of cost studies and estimated that, in 2021, the total cost of R&D for a new antibiotic, including preclinical research, clinical trials and post-approval was US$447 million (Outterson, 2021). Moving forward, greater transparency from antibiotic developers regarding the costs of R&D would assist in designing appropriately sized incentives, particularly as the R&D costs for different antibiotics vary significantly and are influenced by factors such as target pathogens and clinical indications.

Overcoming the technical and regulatory burdens is a major challenge during the marketing approval stage

Once an antibiotic candidate reaches the stage of applying for marketing approval, there are several other hurdles to overcome. There are procedural differences between national and regional drug regulatory agencies in approving novel antibiotics, including differences in patient selection criteria, specification of statistical parameters, definitions of clinical endpoints, and rules regarding expedited approvals, which makes global licensing both time-consuming and costly (Stern et al., 2017). Companies launching new antibiotics also need the technical competences to submit applications to all the relevant regulatory agencies in a timely manner that meets the necessary requirements – and this is again particularly challenging for SMEs, which typically have limited human resources. In contrast, in other therapeutic areas, there is greater involvement of large pharmaceutical companies that have the technical and regulatory expertise to guide new medicines to regulatory approval.

Conventional HTAs do not consider many dimensions of value relevant to antibiotics

Once regulatory approval has been granted, in some countries, companies are then required to undergo HTA processes to demonstrate the value of newly licensed antibiotics in relation to pre-existing treatments. However, conventional HTA processes do not consider many additional elements of value specific to antibiotics, such as the benefits of avoiding the spread of infection, and enabling treatments in other therapeutic areas (Box 3). This may contribute to a lack of confidence for pharmaceutical companies as to whether they will receive adequate return on investment following investment in the R&D of new antibiotics (Colson et al., 2021).
Box 3: Additional value elements specific to antibiotics have been proposed for inclusion in HTA considerations

**Conventional HTA frameworks and processes have been designed with other therapeutic areas in mind**

While methods for HTA have been developed and applied internationally over the last three decades, conventional HTA frameworks and processes have been designed with other therapeutic areas in mind and do not take into account many considerations specific to AMR. These include elements that go beyond the individual patient treated, such as avoiding the spread of infection, enabling other treatments such as chemotherapy and surgery, preserving the efficacy of existing antibiotics, and having effective treatments available to protect against future major health problems (Schaffer et al., 2017). Schaffer et al. described the additional elements of value that HTA agencies should consider when assessing newly licensed antibiotics (Table 4).

**A conceptual framework capturing the value of new antibiotics has been developed to inform HTA in England**

Rothery et al. built upon these additional elements of value to develop a conceptual framework to assess the value of new antibiotics to inform National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) HTA processes. The framework encompasses conventional principles of HTA, such as estimating the expected benefits to patients and the wider population relative to comparator options and the opportunity costs of allocating resources to other healthcare services and treatments. It also considers strategies to model alternative usage policies, infectious transmission dynamics and trends in resistance (Rothery et al., 2018). However, with so many changeable factors involved, combined with a reliance on non-inferiority trials and observational data, there will inevitably be significant uncertainty associated with estimated values. Moreover, the modelling involved in applying this framework is technically challenging and requires significant expertise to ensure it is completed in a timely manner that does not create delays in access. The authors also acknowledge that modelling some of the broader externalities of novel antibiotics, such as the ‘insurance’ value of having new antibiotics in case of a sudden catastrophic increase in resistance, are particularly challenging to quantify and requires simulating ‘extreme’ events and additional research to elicit public preferences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADDITIONAL ELEMENT OF VALUE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transmission value</td>
<td>All benefits of avoiding the spread of infection to the wider population.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance value</td>
<td>The value of having a treatment available in case of a future major or rapidly escalating health problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity value</td>
<td>The benefits of reducing ‘selection pressure’ (i.e., when an antibiotic fails to eradicate resistant strains, which then survive and multiply to create a resistance problem) and thus preserving the efficacy of other existing antibiotics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novel action value</td>
<td>The potential value associated with an antibiotic having a new or unique mechanism of action (MOA) or representing a new chemical structure, i.e., first in class, which will provide ‘spillover’ benefits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enablement value</td>
<td>The value associated with enabling other treatments or procedures, e.g., surgery and chemotherapy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum value</td>
<td>The value associated with narrow-spectrum antibiotics, which may be more valuable than broad-spectrum antibiotics because they could reduce the spread of AMR by preventing ‘collateral damage’ to the microbiome.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from Schaffer et al., 2017.
3. What challenges exist to ensure sustainable supply of new and pre-existing antibiotics?

This chapter is concerned with the challenges that exist around ensuring a sustainable supply of new and pre-existing antibiotics. First, we consider how limited access to pre-existing and new antibiotics can harm patients and drive antibiotic resistance. Second, we explore the driving factors behind limited access to newly approved antibiotics. Third, we look at the driving factors behind limited access and shortages of pre-existing generic antibiotics.

3.1. How does limited access to pre-existing and new antibiotics harm patients and drive antibiotic resistance?

Limited access to antibiotics can lead to the use of suboptimal antibiotics or substitution of narrow-spectrum for broad-spectrum – and both drive resistance.

Due to economic factors (e.g., manufacturers often find it is not commercially viable to supply certain antibiotics to some populations), or to shortages, many countries have limited access to both pre-existing and new antibiotics. Failing access to appropriate and effective antibiotics puts patients at risk and may lead to increased morbidity and mortality. Further, this can impact resistance development in several ways (ReAct, 2020b). First, this means that suboptimal antibiotics that may not be as effective are used to treat infections (Mlijković et al., 2022), resulting in prolonged infections and more opportunities for resistant bacterial infections to spread. Second, particularly harmful mutations in genetic structure can occur if narrow-spectrum antibiotics (intended to be used for specific indications) have to be substituted for broad-spectrum antibiotics (intended to be used to treat a wide range of infections). This is because broad-spectrum antibiotics exert a wider ‘selection pressure’ and their use encourages strains of bacteria that are resistant to multiple types of antibiotics to develop. To guide policy, the WHO has developed the Access, Watch and Reserve (AWaRe) classification to classify antibiotics according to risk of resistance development (Box 4) (WHO, 2021a).

The number of countries using at least 60% of antibiotics with low risk for resistance development has decreased in Europe.

It is known that the use of ‘Access’ antibiotics exerts lower ‘selection pressure’ than ‘Watch’ antibiotics (Sulis et al., 2022), and the WHO has defined a target where at least 60% of human antibiotic used at the country level should be ‘Access’ antibiotics (WHO, 2019). Unfortunately, the number of countries meeting this target has decreased over the last two decades (Klein et al., 2021). In 2020, eight Member States did not meet this target (Bulgaria, 41%; Cyprus, 44%; Slovakia, 44%; Italy, 47%; Greece, 49%; Romania, 50%; Hungary, 51%; Malta, 55%) (ECDC, 2022b). Third, shortages of antibiotics create a market opportunity for substandard or falsified antibiotics (Cecchini & Lee, 2017). These poor-quality antibiotics can result in prolonged infections and more potential for resistance to emerge. The WHO Global Surveillance and Monitoring System for Substandard and Falsified Medical Products has identified several instances of substandard or falsified antibiotics in Europe and internationally (WHO, 2017a). However, more research is needed to quantitatively assess the impact of unavailability of pre-existing and new antibiotics on resistance development through these different mechanisms.

3.2. What challenges exist to providing sustainable supply of new antibiotics?

Return on investment for manufacturing and commercializing new antibiotics is much lower compared to other therapeutic areas.

Once market approval has been granted, companies are expected to continue to manufacture and commercialize new antibiotics. However, the return on investment for doing so is smaller relative to other therapeutic areas such as neurologic, diabetes and cardiovascular drugs (Review on Antimicrobial Resistance, 2016). Despite their significant value for broader public health, the intrinsic nature of antibiotic treatment means they are unlikely to generate significant revenue. This is because antibiotics typically have short durations of treatment, and they are subject to stewardship efforts to minimize usage to reduce further development and spread of resistance. New antibiotics typically receive regulatory approval based on data from non-inferiority clinical trials, which means that physicians

---

**Box 4: WHO AWaRe classification of antibiotics differentiates between three levels of risk for resistance development**

**ACCESS:** Drugs that are active against a range of common pathogens and have a lower risk for resistance development. The group currently includes 48 antibiotics. Examples include amoxicillin, doxycycline and trimethoprim.

**WATCH:** Drugs that have a higher risk for resistance development, and where most of the drugs are included in the Critically Important Antimicrobials for Human Medicine list. The use of these 110 antibiotics should be subject to antibiotic stewardship programmes and they should be used with care. Examples include azithromycin, ceftriaxone and rifampicin.

**RESERVE:** Drugs that should be seen as last-resort options. While they should be accessible, the use should be restricted to specific patients where other options are not suitable. Eleven antibiotics are found in this category. Examples include colistin, linezolid and cefiderocol.


---

2 Bacteria develop resistance to antibiotics when they acquire a random change or mutation in their genetic structure or take up a mobile resistance genetic element from the environment that allows them to survive in the presence of antibiotics that are intended to kill them. This means they outgrow non-resistant bacteria and pass on this resistant trait to subsequent generations. This phenomenon is known as ‘selection pressure’, where a factor in the environment causes one type of organism to develop and grow in preference to another.
are unsure whether new antibiotics are an improvement compared to pre-existing treatments. As a result, new antibiotics are not immediately featured within clinical guidance. Moreover, the significant crossover in application between novel antibiotics and pre-existing antibiotics (which are typically off-patent/generics) places downward pressure on prices.

**Many new antibiotics are only launched in larger markets**

In practice, many antibiotic developers choose only to launch new antibiotics in larger markets as the costs to launch in smaller markets are often too high compared to the revenues achievable in those markets. An analysis of 18 new antibiotics launched in G7 and seven other high-income countries between 2010 and 2019 found that the majority of newly approved antibiotics were only available in the US, UK and Sweden (Outterson et al., 2022b). They also found that the EMA approval did not lead to an automatic launch in Europe, and that the median annual sales for antibiotics in the first year after launch was only US$16.2 million. Another study, commissioned by Merck & Co, which focused on reimbursement of five new antibiotics that had received regulatory approval by the EMA since 2015, found that all five antibiotics were only available in five Member States, and that the average time from market authorization to reimbursement varied from 165 days in Austria to 1401 days in Belgium (Figure 7). Collectively, these market failures have resulted in several antibiotic companies that have successfully brought new antibiotics to market either filing for bankruptcy or ceasing operations (ReAct, 2021).

### 3.3. What challenges exist to providing sustainable supply of pre-existing generic antibiotics?

**Shortages of essential antibiotics are a major issue in many countries**

While many challenges for suppliers exist during the market launch and commercialization of new antibiotics, there are also challenges with unpredictable supply and shortages of pre-existing and older antibiotics. Antibiotic shortages are a major issue in all countries. In 2019, there were over 1,300 notifications of antibiotic shortages across the EU (although definitions of shortages and notification...

---

**Figure 7: Average time to reimbursement from market authorization for five new antibiotics in EU Member States varied over eight-fold**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Average time to reimbursement (days from market authorization)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>2 out of 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>3 out of 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>4 out of 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>3 out of 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>5 out of 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>4 out of 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czechia</td>
<td>5 out of 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>3 out of 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>4 out of 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>5 out of 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands (Kingdom of the)</td>
<td>2 out of 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>4 out of 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>5 out of 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>4 out of 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>5 out of 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>4 out of 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>5 out of 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>4 out of 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>5 out of 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>4 out of 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>5 out of 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Vintura were commissioned by Merck & Co to conduct an analysis of access to newly approved antibiotics across EU Member States. They used IQVIA sales data from market approval up to December 2021 for ceftazidime/avibactam, ceftolozan/tazobactam, cefiderocol and meropenem/vaborbactam, and Merck & Co sales data up to September 2021 for imipenem/cilastatin/relebactam. The bar on the right-hand side of the chart shows the number of the antibiotics which have been reimbursed in each country.

Source: Vintura, 2022.

---

3 Sweden has a relatively smaller population than most EU Member States and has likely achieved better access to new antibiotics because of its pilot of annual revenue guarantees for new antibiotics. Please see section on pull incentive implementation for more details.
Shortages of pre-existing antibiotics can have long-term negative impacts on stewardship efforts

In 2020, the EU Joint Action on Antimicrobial Resistance and Healthcare-Associated Infections (EU-JAMRAI) conducted interviews with 13 high-income countries in Europe, Canada, South Africa and Japan to understand to what extent shortages of antibiotics are an issue (EU-JAMRAI, 2021). Out of the 13 countries, 12 indicated that shortages of pre-existing antibiotics are a serious problem in their country, and eight out of 13 indicated that this resulted in greater use of broad-spectrum antibiotics as substitutes. Interestingly, several countries highlighted the long-term negative impact of antibiotic shortages on stewardship efforts as physicians often change their prescribing habits and reduce compliance with evidence-informed prescribing guidelines. One of the most prominent and severe examples of an antibiotic shortage, which demonstrated the insecurity of supply of antibiotics, has been the international and prolonged shortage of piperacillin-tazobactam experienced following an explosion in a Chinese factory that was responsible for producing most of the world’s supply of the API necessary for its production. This has frequently resulted in substitution with antibiotics with a broader spectrum of activity, such as cephalosporins, thereby promoting resistance development and placing patients at higher risk of hospital-associated Clostridium difficile infections (Gross et al., 2017).

Shortages often occur due to the limited number of actors involved in the production and supply chain

Antibiotic shortages typically occur because there are limited actors involved in the production and supply chain, and it has not been possible to forecast and anticipate shortages and demand for the antibiotics (Shafiq et al., 2021). The antibiotic manufacturing supply chain involves several steps, including generating raw materials, developing reaction intermediates, producing API, converting to medicinal products and packaging (Figure 9).
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The production of APIs and converting them to medicinal products are the most vulnerable stages in the antibiotic supply chain

The most vulnerable stages of antibiotic production are API production and converting those APIs to medicinal products. This is because most API production takes place in India and China, and in large quantities to achieve economies of scale and maximize profits. A global analysis of 40 antibiotics found that close to 70% of the manufacturing sites for antibiotic APIs are located in India (35%) and China (34%) (BCG & Wellcome Trust, 2021). China is also the largest exporter of antibiotic APIs, accounting for 71% of international exports in 2020 (Figure 10).

Supply of many essential antibiotics is dependent on a few key API suppliers in China, with the number of manufacturers converting APIs to medicinal products also limited

This means that many generic antibiotics are produced using a single-source API, and the global supply of many essential antibiotics, such as cephalosporins, macrolides and penicillins, are dependent upon a few key API suppliers in China (TIFAC, 2020). Therefore, any disruption to supply caused by accidents or facilities shutting down, or trade restrictions, can cause major global shortages (as demonstrated by the international shortages of piperacillin-tazobactam). There are also very few generic manufacturers that convert API to medicinal products because purchasers often procure generic antibiotics from the supplier that offers the lowest price and, over time, it is not economically feasible for smaller generic manufacturers to stay in the market.

Monitoring and forecasting the antibiotic supply chain and demand is insufficient and complicated by a lack of transparency about its configuration

There is also a vacuum in responsibility at the international and national levels in relation to monitoring and forecasting the antibiotic supply chain and demand. This is further complicated by lack of transparency about the configuration of supply chains, starting from the actual manufacturers beyond market authorization holders and stretching to the relationship of manufacturers with API suppliers, as this information is typically understood to be commercially sensitive. However, some countries, such as New Zealand, have taken steps to address this by publishing the sites of all manufacturers of marketed pharmaceuticals (MedSafe, 2022).

Lack of profitability is the main reason why many existing antibiotics are not available in some countries

In some cases, when generic antibiotics are being used in small quantities and the margins for profits are particularly low, market authorization holders may choose not to place a product on the market or to withdraw older antibiotics completely from specific markets. This means there are many so-called ‘forgotten’ antibiotics that have potential to treat resistant bacterial infections or to be used to save last-resort options for the most severe cases that are not available in many countries. In 2011, a survey of pharmacists, microbiologists and infectious disease experts from Europe, the US, Canada and Australia reviewed availability of 33 antibiotics, and discovered that 22 were available in fewer than 20 of 38 countries (Pulcini et al., 2012). A follow-up survey, conducted in 2015, revealed...
that 25 out of 36 selected antibiotics were available in 20 of 39 countries (Figure 11) (Pulcini et al., 2017). There have also been similar findings in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) (Tebano et al., 2019). Limited profitability due to a combination of small market size and volume sales plus low prices, was the major reason for these antibiotics not being available in certain countries. The regulatory costs to keep antibiotics on the market, or to create new availability of antibiotics not previously registered in a country, were also barriers to maintaining access to antibiotics.

Other factors contributing to withdrawals were lack of demand among clinicians and non-inclusion in national prescribing guidelines. However, there have been examples of professional groups lobbying government and national regulatory agencies to make older antibiotics available in their country. Examples include temocillin, and amikacin being marketed in France after being absent from the French market for several years following intervention by the French National Drug Agency (Pulcini et al., 2017; AFMPS, 2022).

Note: The figure shows the availability of 36 selected antibiotics in Europe, the United States, Canada and Australia, displayed by country. * United States, Canada and Australia not shown on the map.
Source: based on Pulcini et al., 2017.

Figure 11: The availability of antibiotics is relatively higher in France, Italy, Malta and USA
4. What actions can be taken at the EU level to stimulate research, innovation and development of new antibiotics?

This chapter discusses what actions can be taken at the EU level to stimulate research, innovation and development of new antibiotics. First, we review different incentive mechanisms that can be deployed to achieve these aims including push incentives, such as research grants and tax incentives, and pull incentives, such as reimbursement reforms and advance purchase commitments. Second, we look at what progress has been made in implementing both push and pull incentives internationally. Third, we consider what principles should underpin the development of a holistic incentive package for antibiotic R&D. Finally, we consider the challenges that exist around implementation of the aforementioned incentives.

4.1. Push and pull incentive mechanisms to stimulate research and development

4.1.1. Overview of push and pull incentives

Push incentives reduce the cost of researching and developing new antibiotics, while pull incentives increase or ensure potential revenues once antibiotics reach market approval.

Push and pull incentives are broadly used to classify the two main types of mechanisms for supporting antibiotic R&D (Table 5) (Renwick, Simpkin & Mossialos, 2016). Push incentives, such as research grants, tax incentives and R&D partnerships, reduce the cost of researching and developing new antibiotics (Morel & Mossialos, 2010). Whereas, pull incentives attempt to increase or ensure the potential revenue generated by antibiotics that successfully achieve market approval (Mrazek & Mossialos, 2003). This may be through direct financial pull incentives, such as milestone prizes, pay-for-performance agreements or advanced commitments to purchase the drug.

Pull incentives can potentially ‘delink’ investments in R&D from sales volumes and price, which can create a viable market and also encourage stewardship.

Depending upon their size and terms, pull incentives can potentially completely replace the revenue generated by new licensed antibiotics. This concept is referred to as ‘delinkage’, as the investment in R&D is delinked or decoupled from its sales volume and price (UN General Assembly, 2016; So et al, 2011). This can achieve the dual aims of creating a fair return on investment for antibiotics and encouraging affordability and stewardship efforts by removing the incentive to increase price and sales volumes (Rex & Outterson, 2016). In addition to direct financial pull incentives, indirect financial pull incentives exist, such as accelerated access pathways that reduce the timeframes for regulatory assessment, or extensions of patent periods that provide companies with market exclusivity for longer periods. These are indirect financial incentives as they do not involve direct payments to antibiotic developers but instead provide financial rewards by increasing the revenue generated by new antibiotics. This terminology of direct and indirect financial pull incentives has been used in a recent policy document signed by several Member States (Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Hungary, Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, & Slovenia, 2022).

Table 5: A range of push and direct or indirect pull incentives can be used to stimulate antibiotic development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PUSH INCENTIVE STRATEGIES</th>
<th>DIRECT FINANCIAL PULL INCENTIVE STRATEGIES</th>
<th>INDIRECT FINANCIAL PULL INCENTIVE STRATEGIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Supporting open access to research data</td>
<td>• Market entry reward</td>
<td>• Accelerated assessment and approval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Grants for scientific personnel</td>
<td>• Pay-for-performance payments</td>
<td>• Market exclusivity extensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Direct funding</td>
<td>• Patent buyout</td>
<td>• Transferable intellectual property rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Conditional grants</td>
<td>• Payer licence</td>
<td>• Conservation-based market exclusivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Funding basic and translational science research</td>
<td>• Advanced market commitment</td>
<td>• Liability protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Sui generis rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Priority review vouchers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Reimbursement reforms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from Renwick, Simpkin & Mossialos, 2016.
4.1.2. What progress has been made in implementing push incentives?

Major international and national programmes have been established to encourage antibiotic R&D

Over the last decade, government agencies, non-governmental organizations and drug developers have accelerated efforts aimed at encouraging antibiotic R&D through the formation of major international and national programmes (Figure 12). A review of programmes published in 2017 identified more than 58 different initiatives that incentivize the development of novel antibiotics, functioning at either the multilateral, EU or national level (Simpkin et al., 2017). In total, since the 2016 UN High Level Meeting on AMR there has been over $2bn invested in push incentives through multi-lateral, national, and private sector initiatives.

Multilateral-level initiatives include GARDP, CARB-X, JPIAMR and GAMRIF

At the multilateral level, key antibiotic R&D funding initiatives include the Global Antibiotic Research and Development Partnership (GARDP), the Combating Antibiotic Resistant Bacteria Biopharmaceutical Accelerator (CARB-X), the Joint Programming Initiative on Antibiotic Resistance (JPIAMR),4 and the Global Antimicrobial Resistance Innovation Fund (GAMRIF). There are also several international fora where antibiotic R&D is discussed, mapped and coordinated, including the Transatlantic Taskforce on Antibiotic Resistance (TATFAR), Global AMR R&D Hub, and G20 and G7 meetings.

Figure 12: Major global initiatives provide push incentives for antibiotic R&D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initiative</th>
<th>Funding Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GARDP</strong></td>
<td>$270m (2017–2023)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CARB-X</strong></td>
<td>$500m (2016–2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NIH</strong></td>
<td>$1.4bn (2016–18)^*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JPIAMR</strong></td>
<td>£234m (2012–2024)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IMI AMR Accelerator</strong></td>
<td>€489m (2018–)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** This is a catalogue of selected major antibiotic R&D funders internationally with transparent information on funding allocations. There are many more national funders of antibiotic R&D not included in this figure.

^ Mostly antibacterial, but also includes viral, fungal, and parasitic resistance

*Source:* Adapted from Outterson & Rex, 2020.

---

4 While the Joint Programming Initiative on Antibiotic Resistance (JPIAMR) is predominantly focused on EU Member States, many non-EU countries are represented and several funding grants involve academics from these countries.
EU-level initiatives include EDCTP and subsidiary programmes of IMI, and new initiatives such as IHI and HERA

At the EU level, major initiatives include the European and Developing Countries Clinical Trial Partnership (EDCTP), and subsidiary programmes of the public–private partnership called the Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI), including the New Drugs for Bad Bugs (ND4BB) programme and the AMR Accelerator. The ND4BB programme ended in 2021 and had multiple streams, including: ENABLE and TRANSLOCATION focused on drug discovery and preclinical development; COMBACTE focused on drug development for Gram-positive bacteria; and COMBACTE-CARE, COMBACTE-MAGNET and IABC focused on drug development for Gram-negative bacteria (Kostyanev et al., 2016). Evaluation of the ND4BB and its multiple streams will be important to map enablers and barriers to incentivising antibiotic research and development encountered by these programmes. DRIVE-AB was focused around the economics and policy challenges of encouraging responsible use of antibiotics and incentivizing R&D. Some ND4BB initiatives have continued through other funding mechanisms; for example, ENABLE-2 was launched using funding from the Swedish government (Uppsala University, undated), and the European Clinical Research Alliance for Infectious Diseases (ECRAID) provides a platform for coordination of clinical development and is envisaged as a long-term successor to the COMBACTE programmes (ECRAID, undated). The AMR Accelerator was only launched in 2018 and continues with €489 million of funding allocated to nine projects with the aim of delivering 10 preclinical or clinical antibiotic candidates and five phase 2- or 3-ready assets (IMI AMR Accelerator, undated).

Under Horizon Europe, the new public–private partnership called the Innovative Health Initiative (IHI) Joint Undertaking has been launched, with a budget of €2.4 billion for 2021–27 (IMI, 2021). However, it is not clear to what extent IHI will invest in antibiotic R&D as research priorities are being defined throughout its implementation and IHI has a much broader scope than IMI. Alongside IHI, the European Commission has recently established the EU Health Emergency Preparedness and Response Authority (HERA), with a budget of approximately €6 billion for the years 2021–27. HERA will be responsible for several functions, including horizon scanning, funding R&D, supporting manufacturing capacity, and stockpiling (Anderson, Forman & Mossialos, 2021). Given a broader focus on pandemic preparedness, it is expected that only a small proportion of this 6 billion euro budget will be used to support R&D and access to antibiotics specifically.

Countries such as Germany, the UK, the USA and Sweden have made significant contributions to international and other initiatives focused on R&D

At the national level, the German government has made significant contributions to international initiatives such as the aforementioned CARB-X, GARDP and IPIAMR. The UK government has also contributed to CARB-X, as well as other initiatives such as GAMIRIF and the Fleming Fund. The US government has invested significant funds through the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) and the National Institutes of Health. There have also been substantial investments in antibiotic R&D by several EU Member States, for example the aforementioned investment by the Swedish government to launch the ENABLE-2 programme.

The AMR Action Fund and REPAIR Impact Fund are the key industry initiatives

There are also two major industry-led initiatives on antibiotic R&D. The industry-sponsored AMR Action Fund, established in 2020, makes equity investments in SMEs that are developing antibiotics that target priority pathogens. So far, in 10 years, it has raised US$1 billion in funding from industry, which will be targeted towards the clinical stages of development, with the aim of bringing two to four new antibiotics to market by 2030 (AMR Action Fund, 2022). The REPAIR Impact Fund was established by the Novo Nordisk Foundation in 2018, with a budget of US$165 million to invest in preclinical research for antibiotics that target priority pathogens. So far, it has invested about US$75 million across 10 projects to bring at least one new antibiotic to market (REPAIR Impact Fund, undated).

4.1.3. What progress has been made in implementing pull incentives?

Implementation of pull incentives has seen less progress compared to push incentives

There has been less progress in implementing pull incentives compared to push incentives for antibiotics, and this continues to be a major barrier to the creation of a viable market for antibiotics in many countries. A recent review on reimbursement models to incentivize antibiotic R&D identified practical applications of different pull incentives in France, Germany, Sweden, the UK and USA (Table 6). Moving forward, there needs to be evaluation of the different approaches to pull incentives used so far to establish to what extent they have improved access to antibiotics and stimulated innovation in research and development.

France introduced exceptions to the HTA criteria for new antibiotics and exclusions from the clawback mechanisms for pre-existing ones

In France, there have been exceptions to HTA criteria applied since 2021 that ensure new antibiotics are not reimbursed at prices lower than the lowest price across the UK, Germany, Italy and Spain, even if the HTA assessment classifies the new antibiotic as providing only minor benefits over pre-existing treatments. Other regulatory changes in France have been implemented to prevent shortages of antibiotics or withdrawals of antibiotic manufacturers from the French market. Drug shortages are a major issue in France, with alerts for drug shortages to the French drug agency (Agence nationale de sécurité du médicament et des produits de santé, ANSM) increasing 20-fold between 2008 and 2018 (WHO, 2021b). Antimicrobials, including antibiotics, represent 21% of all reported drug shortages in France (WHO, 2021b). These exclusion of generic and orphan antibiotics (alongside other generic and orphan drugs) from a clawback mechanism for pharmaceutical companies to repay some profits that have annual increases in revenue beyond a certain level, and the
Table 6. The last decade saw the introduction of pull incentives in France, Germany, Sweden, the UK and USA, from which other countries can learn

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTRY</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>TIMELINE</th>
<th>MECHANISM TYPE</th>
<th>ANTIBIOTICS TARGETED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Exception for antibiotics with ASMR level IV (minor)</td>
<td>In effect since 2021</td>
<td>Medicines with ‘moderate’ or higher added therapeutic benefit are guaranteed a price not lower than the lowest price across four reference countries. In 2021, this extended to antibiotics with ‘minor’ added therapeutic benefit</td>
<td>Antibiotics assessed as being ASMR level IV (minor), as well as antibiotics assessed as AMR I, II, and III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exemptions in clawback scheme</td>
<td>In effect since 2019</td>
<td>Sales of orphan and generic drugs (including relevant antibiotics) exempted from turnover liable to clawback</td>
<td>Antibiotics considered as orphan or generic drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Price renegotiation for medicines at risk of shortages</td>
<td>In effect since 2021</td>
<td>Since 2015, companies may request permission for a price increase from the reimbursement authority if continued commercialization would otherwise not be viable and demand is documented. From 2021, this price increase is negotiated for each individual molecule only for antibiotics rather than for individual indications.</td>
<td>This mechanism has been used for antimicrobials, although details are confidential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Changes in pharmaceutical legislation</td>
<td>In effect since 2017</td>
<td>Ad hoc exception of antimicrobials from internal price reference groups</td>
<td>Decided by reimbursement authority ad hoc taking into consideration resistance patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health Insurance Law</td>
<td>In effect since 2020</td>
<td>Automatic exception of ‘reserve’ antibiotics from internal price reference groups; accelerated reimbursement review process following EMA approval</td>
<td>‘Reserve’ antibiotics*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Annual revenue guarantee</td>
<td>In effect since 2020</td>
<td>PHAS sets a minimum guaranteed annual revenue for selected originator antibiotics, in exchange for a predefined available supply volume</td>
<td>‘Critical’ pathogens in the WHO Priority Pathogens List (PPL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>Innovative models for the evaluation and purchase of antimicrobials</td>
<td>In effect since 2022</td>
<td>Annual fee, negotiated based on AMR-specific HTA, delinked from volume supplied</td>
<td>Pathogens on the WHO Priority Pathogens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>GAIN Act</td>
<td>In effect since 2012</td>
<td>5 years of additional market exclusivity; faster regulatory review</td>
<td>Antibiotic or antifungal drug-resistant pathogens and other qualifying pathogens (QIDP pathogens)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Updates in hospital reimbursement system rule</td>
<td>In effect since 2019</td>
<td>Increased reimbursement of cost to hospitals for procurement of newer antibiotics</td>
<td>Antibiotic or antifungal drug-resistant pathogens and other qualifying pathogens (QIDP pathogens)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PASTEUR Act</td>
<td>Proposed, still under discussion</td>
<td>Contracts granted to selected new antimicrobials with minimum guaranteed revenues over 5+ years</td>
<td>To be defined, if the Act is passed, by a specially created Committee on Critical Need Antimicrobials</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: AMR: antimicrobial resistance; ASMR: amélioration du service medical rendu (added therapeutic benefit); EMA: European Medicines Agency; HTA: health technology assessment; PHAS: Public Health Agency of Sweden; PPL: priority pathogens list; QIDP: qualified infectious disease product.

* ‘Reserve group’ is to be defined by the Robert Koch Institute and the Federal Institute for Drugs and Medical Devices.

Source: Adapted with permission from Gotham et al., 2021.
ability to increase prices paid for antibiotics with no other alternative available if a manufacturer informs the French drug agency that they plan to cease production or withdraw from the French market and demand is clearly documented and reported (CEPS, 2015).

Germany grants special treatment to antibiotics targeting priority pathogens
Similar to France, Germany has adjusted its HTA processes to account for how new antibiotics are typically approved using data from non-inferior clinical trials. This is important in Germany as new medicines are subject to internal reference pricing if additional clinical benefit cannot be demonstrated. Legislation was introduced in 2017 that allows resistance patterns to be considered when deciding if a new antibiotic is classified as providing additional clinical benefit and therefore not subject to internal reference pricing (Bundeministerium der Justiz, undated). In 2020, Germany introduced the Act on Fair Competition among the Statutory Health Insurance Funds (GKV-FKG), which included provisions to grant new antibiotics ‘reserve’ status if the antibiotic meets criteria such as targeting ‘priority pathogens’. If granted, antibiotic developers do not need to prove additional benefit of the new antibiotics, and can take advantage of early benefit assessment. In May 2022, cefiderocol (Fetroja®) was the first antibiotic granted this ‘reserve’ status (Pownell, 2022).

In England, NICE uses subscription payments to incentivize the development of new antibiotics for resistant infections
In England, NICE and the National Health Service (NHS) have implemented a subscription payment model to incentivize pharmaceutical companies to develop new antibiotics for resistant infections (HM Government, 2019). Following this, two pharmaceutical companies (Pfizer and Shionogi) submitted two novel antibiotics for assessment under the scheme. In April 2022, NICE and NHS England agreed on the terms of the first and second subscription contracts with these pharmaceutical companies to pay up to £10 million a year for access to two novel cephalosporin antibiotics, cefiderocol (Fetroja®) and ceftazidime/avibactam (Zavicefta®). The initial agreement is for 3 years, with an option to extend up to 10 years (NICE, undated). Both antibiotics underwent a cost-effectiveness assessment and the contract value was set at an amount that would provide the pharmaceutical industry with an incentive to invest in antibiotic R&D, if other countries also agreed proportionate sums scaled to their proportion of global gross domestic product (GDP). If all G20 countries were to agree to pay subscription payments proportional to their GDP, this would result in payments of approximately £380 million per year for each new antibiotic (World Economics, 2022). This is broadly in line with estimates of the appropriate size of an international pull incentive to sufficiently stimulate innovation and research and development for new antibiotics (Outterson, 2021).

Sweden offers annual revenue guarantees to secure access to pre-existing and new antibiotics
In Sweden, the government has piloted a revenue guarantee model to secure access to pre-existing antibiotics of high medical value to counteract the fact that some newly approved antibiotics were not being launched in Sweden as it was not seen as economically viable by suppliers (Public Health Agency of Sweden, 2020). In July 2020, the procurement phase of the programme was complete and guaranteed annual payments of SEK4 million (approximately €400,000) per product were agreed for five antibiotics (Public Health Agency of Sweden, 2019). Of these, four were newly approved antibiotics, including ceftolozane/tazobactam (Zerbaxa®), imipenem/cilastatin/relebactam (Recombrio®), cefiderocol (Fetroja®) and meropenem/vaborbactam (Vaborem®), plus one older antibiotic not previously marketed in Sweden, fosfomycin. The analysis of the initial pilot phase of this policy has been published, and has concluded that the policy was largely successful and has ensured that Sweden gained access to several new antibiotics and also earlier than other comparable European countries (Public Health Agency of Sweden, 2023).

In the USA, specially designated antibiotics can benefit from regulatory and financial incentives, while the introduction of subscription-style contracts is being debated
In the USA, there have been several pull incentives with minimal impact. In 2012, the Generating Antibiotic Incentives Now (GAIN) Act was brought in, allowing expedited regulatory assessment and an extension of market exclusivity of new antibiotics by 5 years if they are granted ‘qualified infections disease product’ (QIDP) designation (US Congress, 2011). To date, more than 100 QIDPs have been granted for antibiotics that target serious or life-threatening infections and drug-resistant pathogens (Outterson et al., 2022a). So far, the evidence suggests this policy has served to accelerate antibiotic candidates in the later stages of development only (Darrow & Kesselheim, 2020). Moreover, QIDPs were granted to any infectious disease product without any preference for new medicines or treatments that have novel characteristics or target clinical indications with higher health burden. In 2019, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) combined a financial incentive with the aforementioned regulatory incentive by allowing all new QIDP-designated antibiotics to be eligible for ‘new technology add-on payments’ (NTAPs) above and beyond standardized hospital payments for admissions with infections. This removed incentives to only use pre-existing generic antibiotics rather than new antibiotics, which were sometimes too costly. However, NTAPs have not addressed fundamental market failures such as small sales volumes and many antibiotic developers that have been granted NTAPs have still later declared bankruptcy or experienced significant economic losses. The Pioneering Antimicrobial Subscriptions to End Upsurging Resistance (PASTEUR) Act (originally introduced in 2020) is currently being debated in the US Congress and would establish a Committee on Critical Need Antimicrobials to grant a subscription-style contract with upfront payments to antibiotic developers with new antibiotics that address...
unmet need and add significant clinical value. The value of contracts would range from US$750 million to US$3 billion over 5 to 10 years depending on ‘favoured’ characteristics of the new antibiotic, such as having a novel target or mechanism of action and targeting priority pathogens, and funded with a budget of US$11 billion over 10 years (US Congress, 2020).

4.2. What principles should underpin the development of a holistic incentive package for antibiotic research and development?

A holistic package of push and pull incentives is needed to stimulate antibiotic R&D

There is consensus that no single incentive will be sufficient to stimulate antibiotic R&D, and an end-to-end approach is needed that applies a combination of push and pull incentives across the antibiotic R&D pathway. This has also been modelled (Outterson, 2021), and an appropriately sized pull incentive would predominantly function to incentivise development from Phase 2 or 3 clinical trials onwards, with push incentives required to simulate development from drug discovery to early clinical trials. Each incentive has advantages and disadvantages in terms of expected impact and operational feasibility. Therefore, a framework or set of principles is required to guide policy-makers when assessing the suitability of different options for incentives at the European level. Renwick, Simpkin & Mossialos (2016) developed such a framework, centred around three levels that examine public health, market and feasibility criteria (Figure 13).

4.2.1. Public health factors: medical needs, stewardship, access and environmental protection

Most importantly, a holistic incentive package for antibiotic R&D reinforces broader public health objectives. There are four key public health principles to consider:

Principle 1: Targeting high-priority medical need

Incentives should reflect the extent to which new antibiotics are expected to reduce the health burden of antibiotic-resistant bacterial infections

Antibiotic developers need to be remunerated in a manner that incentivizes innovation in antibiotics that target clinical indications of high-priority medical need. This means that incentive design should reward antibiotic developers proportionally according to the extent to which new antibiotics are expected to reduce the health burden of antibiotic-resistant bacterial infections. We know that over 80% of the health burden of antibiotic resistance in Europe is the result of bloodstream infections, intra-abdominal infections and respiratory tract infections (Figure 14). This is also an important consideration for policy-makers to ensure that public investment in push and pull incentives are prioritized for antibiotics of significant societal value. Innovation could be incentivized towards high-priority medical need by modifying lists of priority pathogens to signpost clinical indications with the highest health burden from antibiotic-resistant bacterial infections. This would signal to antibiotic developers which should be prioritized and which may be eligible for greater investment in push and pull incentive funding.

Figure 13: Various incentives for antibiotic R&D can be aligned by considering public health and market factors, as well as implementation and feasibility

![Diagram showing various incentives for antibiotic R&D alignment](image)

Note: NPV: net present value; SME: small and medium-sized enterprise.

Source: Adapted from Simpkin et al., 2017, who developed the figure using principles from Renwick, Simpkin & Mossialos, 2016.
Incentives should also promote development of antibiotics with innovative characteristics

It is also important that new antibiotics are novel and demonstrate innovative characteristics, such as a new mechanism of action, target or chemical class. To incentivize innovation in a meaningful way, antibiotic developers need to be assured that reimbursement mechanisms will value these characteristics. This will require the application of novel approaches to HTA that consider additional elements of value specific to antibiotics, such as benefits from avoiding the spread of infection and enabling treatments in other therapeutic areas, such as oncology or surgical treatments (Box 3).

Principle 2: Promoting antibiotic sustainability

‘Delinking’ investments in antibiotic R&D from sales volumes and prices can support stewardship efforts

Antibiotic R&D efforts also need to consider how to promote antibiotic sustainability; in other words, to make sure that new antibiotics remain effective by limiting the emergence of resistant bacteria. This requires appropriate antibiotic stewardship and IPC. However, the traditional patent-based business model for medicines encourages pharmaceutical companies to increase sales to maximize return on investment before patent expiry. This typically conflicts with public health and stewardship objectives, as new antibiotics are often restricted for use in specific circumstances or as a second, third or even fourth treatment option. This is one of the major rationales behind ‘delinking’ investments in antibiotic R&D from sales volumes and prices when designing reimbursement mechanisms for antibiotics, as this removes the incentive to oversupply new antibiotics and also guarantees revenues for developers (Renwick, Brogan & Mossialos, 2016). There have been efforts from the regulatory perspective to promote stewardship of new antibiotics. For example, the EMA requires that developers include a statement on stewardship in the Summary of Product Characteristics for new antibiotics.5 It is also recommended that antibiotic developers produce stewardship and access plans (SAPs) for their products outlining what strategies they will deploy to ensure responsible stewardship. However, these access plans could also include emphasis on required IPC standards when using new antibiotics to avoid the spread of resistant bacterial strains. This is important as it

5 The recommended statement is as follows: It is recommended that [agent name] should be used to treat patients that have limited treatment options only after consultation with a physician with appropriate experience in the management of infectious diseases (EMA, 2014).
is known that there is inconsistency in implementation of recommended IPC practices across Member States in Europe (Hansen et al., 2015; Zingg et al., 2015; Clack et al., 2018; Lacotte et al., 2020).

**Principle 3: Improving patient access to new antibiotics**

Incentive design needs to consider how to ensure consistent availability and access to new antibiotics for relevant populations

Even when new antibiotics have received regulatory approval, there is a substantial delay until reimbursement of up to 4 years in Member States of the EU (Figure 7). In many Member States, new antibiotics are simply not launched nor equitably accessible (see section 2 for an expanded discussion of access issues for antibiotics). The Stewardship & Access Plan (SAP) Development Guide has been produced by CARB-X to help antibiotic developers develop SAPs (CARB-X, 2021), which are a requirement for antibiotic developers that have received funding from CARB-X once their product enters phase 3 trials. The guide outlines four components of access that are relevant to antibiotics (Box 5): first, whether the antibiotic is registered and accessible by patients; second, whether the supply of antibiotic is consistent and available to patients and healthcare professionals in practice; third, whether the antibiotic is affordable and suitable reimbursement mechanisms are in place; finally, the acceptability of the antibiotic to the public and the inclusion of relevant health promotion and educational efforts to ensure access and appropriate use.

**Box 5: The CARB-X guide outlines four components for access to antibiotics**

- **Accessibility**
  - Is the product registered and accessible in a country?
  - Can patients reach the product/health services?
- **Availability**
  - Is there a sustainable supply of the product available?
- **Affordability**
  - Is the product priced affordably for payers in low-income settings?
- **Acceptability**
  - Are the characteristics of the product compatible with patients’ attitudes, perceptions and expectations of the product?
  - Is health promotion or education needed to support product use?

*Source: Adapted from CARB-X, 2021.*

**Principle 4: Protecting environmental health**

Incentive design should ensure that manufacturers and suppliers abide by relevant environmental standards

The dissemination of antibiotics in the environment can further drive the spread and development of resistant bacteria (Booton et al., 2021). The AMR Industry Alliance Manufacturing Framework has produced guidelines for monitoring antibiotic concentration in manufacturing waste against set concentration limits (AMR Industry Alliance, 2019), and the Indian government also attempted to introduce regulation in 2020 to enforce concentration limits for antibiotic levels in effluent wastewater (ReAct, 2020a). To ensure compliance with these terms, incentive design should include mandatory requirements for suppliers to abide by these standards and manufacture antibiotics in a manner that limits their emissions to the environment. This will also include procurement of reaction intermediates and APIs from suppliers that commit to internationally agreed standards for antibiotic levels in manufacturing effluent (BCG & Wellcome Trust, 2021). Once antibiotics achieve market approval, reimbursement and tendering processes should also include mandatory requirements for suppliers to demonstrate they have complied with these environmental health standards. However, implementation of such as policy will include increases in prices for generic antibiotics and investment in the necessary personnel and infrastructure to monitor compliance.

4.2.2. Market enablement factors: creating a financially viable market for antibiotics

The economic or market factors of incentives for antibiotic R&D include the following two principles:

**Principle 1: Ensuring sufficient return on investment from developing and commercializing a new antibiotic**

Incentives need to either reduce the costs or risk of investments in R&D and/or increase revenues from new antibiotics, but there are uncertainties about their appropriate size

The relative expected NPV of antibiotics in comparison with other therapeutic areas has contributed to most large pharmaceutical companies withdrawing from investing in antibiotic R&D. To improve the expected NPV of antibiotics, incentives need to be designed that either reduce the costs or risk of investments in R&D and/or increase revenues from new antibiotics. This will require public investment in push incentives for basic science research and preclinical development when the risk of failure is particularly high, and public investment in pull incentives that increase expected revenues for new antibiotics. In turn, this will make private investment in clinical antibiotic R&D a more attractive prospect, and hopefully stimulate innovation.

There have been studies of the appropriate size of a global ‘pull’ incentive needed in order to be effective. For example, several analyses indicate that a market entry reward (MER) of approximately US$1 billion per antibiotic globally, in addition to unit sales revenues, would be sufficient (Review on Antimicrobial Resistance, 2016; Stern et al., 2017; Årdal et al., 2018). In 2018, DRIVE-AB estimated that this size of incentive could lead to the delivery of approximately 16–20 new antibiotics over 30 years (Årdal et al., 2018). However, another analysis has estimated that the size of a partially delinked pull incentive (MER in addition to unit sales) would need to be between US$1.5 and US$2.2 billion to be effective, and a fully delinked pull incentive (subscription-style model over 10 years) would need to be between US$3.3 and US$8.9 billion to be effective (Outterson, 2021). However, these analyses are sensitive to uncertainties around factors such as transition probabilities
between different stages of developments, the costs of antibiotic R&D, and expected sales volumes and unit prices.

**Principle 2: Make market participation feasible for SMEs**

Incentives should be designed to support SMEs during the preclinical and early clinical stages of development through push funding. As shown in Figure 5, most of the innovation in antibiotic R&D is conducted by SMEs, many of which have promising antibiotic candidates but struggle to bring their compounds to preclinical studies and early stages of clinical development. This is because SMEs have significantly smaller capital reserves than large pharmaceutical companies and cannot fund the necessary costs of preclinical studies (estimated in one study to be between US$23.5–26.5 million in 2021) and phase 1 trials (estimated to be between US$19.8–28.8 million in 2021) (Outterson, 2021). Securing outside investment is also particularly challenging during these phases, as the probability of success is much lower than in the later stages of clinical development (Figure 4). Therefore, incentive packages to stimulate antibiotic R&D need to carefully consider how to support SMEs during the preclinical and early clinical stages of development through push funding to allow them to bring promising antibiotic candidates to the more favourable late-stage clinical trials.

4.2.3. Implementation, sustainability and operational feasibility: ensuring a global end-to-end approach to antibiotic R&D

**Effective implementation and operationalization of incentive packages requires careful consideration of potential political, regulatory, legislative, industry and financial hurdles**

When designing an incentive package for antibiotic R&D, it is also important to consider the political, regulatory, legislative, industry and financial hurdles that may be faced during implementation. In Europe, there are particular challenges in navigating the complexities of EU legislation. For example, the boundaries between the scope of EU- and national-level health policies sometimes create tensions, as pre-existing treaties such as the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) state that the EU must respect Member States’ autonomy in operating their own health systems (Mossialos et al., 2010a). As the purpose of this policy brief is to provide an introduction to some of the relevant challenges and policy responses to securing sustainable access to pre-existing and new antibiotics only, a full exploration of the legislative feasibility of different incentives for antibiotic R&D should be the subject of future research.

Different incentives also have varying financial implications for the European Commission and Member States, depending upon to what extent the European Commission shares the burden of financially contributing to different incentives with Member States. For incentives that are implemented at the EU level but financed by Member States, there would need to be an institution, such as the European Investment Bank (EIB) or HERA, responsible for coordinating or collecting proportional financial contributions. Issues such as deciding by what metric proportional payments are determined, and securing collective agreement among Member States on the size of incentive, could prove controversial.

**Governance of the incentive package can be aided by having an effective global ‘antibiotic pipeline coordinator’**

Governance of the incentive package is also important as there needs to be transparency regarding the methodological assumptions and rationale behind the design (including size of the incentives), and implementation at different stages of the antibiotic R&D pathway. This will involve broad consultations with patient, health professional, industry, academic and government stakeholders and representatives. The societal value and likely success of alternative antibiotic candidates will also need to be modelled to ensure that investments are optimally distributed. The aim should be to achieve an end-to-end approach to antibiotic R&D, with full oversight of where additional investment or technical and scientific support are required. Achieving this will require designating responsibility for assessing antibiotic candidates to a scientific committee or establishing an ‘antibiotic pipeline coordinator’.

An ‘antibiotic pipeline coordinator’ is a governmental or non-profit organization that has responsibility of oversight of the antibiotic pipeline, including identifying unmet needs and actively supporting R&D projects to address these unmet needs (Baraldi et al., 2018). While the Global AMR R&D Hub produces descriptive analyses of antibiotic R&D projects, an effective ‘antibiotic pipeline coordinator’ needs to use multiple forms of financing, invest across all development stages, and provide a platform to share technical support and expertise among antibiotic developers (Wincomed Trust, 2016; Glover, Knight & Chandler, 2021). The latter point is particularly important in the earlier stages of preclinical and clinical development, as SMEs often do not have the scale necessary to achieve this expertise internally. In addition, an ‘antibiotic pipeline coordinator’ could support clinical trial networks such as the European Clinical Research Alliance on Infectious Diseases (ECRAID) (ECRAID, undated), ADVANCing Clinical Evidence in Infectious Diseases (ADVANCE-ID) (ADVANCE-ID, 2022) and the Global Health European and Developing Countries Clinical Trials Partnership (GH EDCTP3 Joint Undertaking) (EDCTP, undated). The ENABLE platform did fulfill some of these pipeline coordinating functions for a portfolio of push incentives in early stages of development, until it ended at full capacity in October 2021. As mentioned above, there is now a cut-down version of it supported by the Swedish Government, ENABLE-2, with very limited and short-term resources. Internationally, BARDA, CARB-X, and GARDP fulfill many functions at different stages of development (Table 7).
Optimal deployment of push and pull incentives requires a global solution

It is important that any efforts to strengthen incentives for antibiotic R&D at the EU level engage with other international efforts, as optimal deployment of push and pull incentives are likely to require a global solution including initial implementation by at least all G7 countries, and later expansion to G20 countries. Strengthening international coordination should encourage sharing information, resources and expertise, facilitating cooperation to meet public health goals, streamlining the supply chain and improving regulatory transparency. Collectively, this would indirectly reduce the cost of antibiotic R&D and align priorities among different public and private stakeholders.

4.3. What policy options can be considered by European policy-makers to strengthen research and development of novel antibiotics?

A number of policy options to strengthen R&D of novel antibiotics has attracted policy attention at the European level

Drawing upon stakeholder interviews conducted with policy-makers, academics and industry representatives (see ‘Stakeholder interviewees’ in the Prelim pages), suggestions from reference group members, and relevant literature referenced in this policy brief, a number of policy options for strengthening incentives for antibiotic R&D were identified for further analysis. Of the seven policy options analysed, one has been the topic of several recent policy papers (transferable exclusivity extensions, TEE) (Berdud et al., 2019; Anderson, Wouters & Mossialos, 2022; Boyer, Kroetsch & Ridley, 2022; EFPIA, 2022; EPHA & ReAct, 2022; Medicines for Europe, 2022; Wilsdon, Robson & Lu, 2022); three were referenced in a recent letter from Member States to the European Commission (MERs, subscription payments and milestone payments) (Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Hungary, Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, & Slovenia, 2022); one is already in use in the United States (market exclusivity extensions, MEE) (Darrow & Kesselheim, 2020); and one was previously proposed to the 2009 Swedish presidency of the EU (Options Model for Antibiotics) (Mossialos et al., 2010b). These selected policy options can be classified according to whether they are direct financial pull incentives (subscription payments, MERs); indirect financial pull incentives (TEEs, MEEs); or other financial incentives (milestone payments, Options Model For Antibiotics). Each policy option is considered drawing upon the aforementioned principles for antibiotic R&D (Table 8). In addition, we draw upon data and analysis shared by CARB-X to identify where gaps may exist for funding allocations across the antibiotic R&D pathway (Figure 17).

There are many other incentives for antibiotic R&D that were not selected for further analysis in this policy brief, but are analysed in other studies (Renwick, Brogan & Mossialos, 2016; Årdal et al., 2018). In particular, three further options (Non-profit Mechanism for Innovative Antibiotic Development (MIAD), the ‘Pay or Play’ Model, and priority review vouchers) were also considered for inclusion but are instead discussed in ‘Supplementary material: Additional policy options’.

---

Table 7: CARB-X, BARDA and GARDP fulfil many functions of pipeline coordinators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACTIVITIES AND SCOPE</th>
<th>FINANCIAL TOOLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CARB-X</strong></td>
<td>• Focus on preclinical and phase 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Portfolio approach</td>
<td>• Only grants (non-dilutive) with additional grant funding made available by achieving pre-specified scientific milestones: no loans or equity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Advice, partnering and brokerage for selected antibiotic projects</td>
<td>• Funds via open calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Funds projects with a global scope</td>
<td>• Global-level funding (individual governments, Wellcome Trust, and Bill &amp; Melinda Gates Foundation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BARDA</strong></td>
<td>• Supports projects predominantly in clinical development (phases 2 and 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Portfolio approach; despite US focus, it funds projects with a global scope</td>
<td>• Only grants (non-dilutive), with additional grant funding made available by achieving pre-specified scientific milestones: no loans or equity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Funds based upon open calls as well as targeted actors</td>
<td>• Funding and governance only by the US Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GARDP</strong></td>
<td>• Operates in advanced clinical development, may own intellectual property (IP) and seek regulatory approval for products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• In-licensing, acquisition of IP and co-funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• No loans or equity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Global-level funding (WHO and individual governments)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from Baraldi et al., 2018.
Table 8: Selected policy options for incentivizing antibiotic R&D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIRECT FINANCIAL PULL INCENTIVES</th>
<th>INDIRECT FINANCIAL PULL INCENTIVES</th>
<th>OTHER FINANCIAL INCENTIVES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUBSCRIPTION PAYMENTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>MARKET ENTRY REWARD</strong></td>
<td><strong>TRANSFERABLE EXCLUSIVITY EXTENSION (3–12 MONTHS)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MARKET EXCLUSIVITY EXTENSION (UP TO 5 YEARS)</strong></td>
<td><strong>MILESTONE PAYMENTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>OPTIONS MODEL FOR ANTIBIOTICS</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Public health factors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Targets high-priority medical need</strong></th>
<th><strong>Supports antibiotic sustainability</strong></th>
<th><strong>Promotes patient access</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Payments can be greater for antibiotics that target high-priority medical need, and altered as real-world data is generated.</td>
<td>Continued payments can be conditional on stewardship requirements; fully delinked payments remove incentives to oversell antibiotics.</td>
<td>Continued payments can be conditional on access agreements; ongoing payments can also support the financial sustainability of the antibiotic developer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rewards can be greater for antibiotics that target high-priority medical need.</td>
<td>Payments can be spread over 5 years, and be conditional on stewardship agreements.</td>
<td>Payments can be spread over 5 years, and be conditional on access agreements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of TEE or MEE can be greater for antibiotics that target high-priority medical need, but the value of TEEs and MEEs are challenging to forecast.</td>
<td>Can include stewardship agreements, but they will be challenging to enforce as these are one-off rewards.</td>
<td>Can include access agreements, but they will be challenging to enforce as these are one-off rewards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milestone payments or investments can be prioritized for antibiotic candidates that target high-priority medical need, although there is no guarantee that antibiotic candidates will be successful and receive regulatory approval.</td>
<td>Milestone payments can include stewardship, patient access and environmental health agreements but they are challenging to enforce as payments are made during multiple stages of development and ownership of IP rights may change throughout development. This can be addressed by attaching these contractual agreements to IP, rather than antibiotic developers.</td>
<td>Options holders and investors can make prospective purchase agreements for successful antibiotic candidates, and continued payments can be conditional on stewardship requirements; these can be fully delinked payments to remove incentives to oversell antibiotics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Options holders can make prospective purchase agreements for successful antibiotic candidates, and continued payments can be conditional on stewardship requirements; these can be fully delinked payments to remove incentives to oversell antibiotics.</td>
<td>Options holders and investors can make prospective purchase agreements for successful antibiotic candidates, and continued payments can be conditional on stewardship requirements; these can be fully delinked payments to remove incentives to oversell antibiotics.</td>
<td>Options holders and investors can make prospective purchase agreements for successful antibiotic candidates, and continued payments can be conditional on stewardship requirements; these can be fully delinked payments to remove incentives to oversell antibiotics.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 This comparative assessment of incentive mechanisms is for illustrative purposes to stimulate debate and is heavily dependent upon the relative size of payment or length of exclusivity extension. The impact on public health factors is also very dependent upon relevant terms and conditions included.

8 All incentive mechanisms can be combined with prospective payment agreements, such as subscription-style payments that include conditions on antibiotic sustainability, patient access and environmental health.
Table 8: Selected policy options for incentivizing antibiotic R&D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIRECT FINANCIAL PULL INCENTIVES</th>
<th>INDIRECT FINANCIAL PULL INCENTIVES</th>
<th>OTHER FINANCIAL INCENTIVES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUBSCRIPTION PAYMENTS</td>
<td>MARKET ENTRY REWARD</td>
<td>MILESTONE PAYMENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARKET EXCLUSIVITY EXTENSION (3–12 MONTHS)</td>
<td>MARKET EXCLUSIVITY EXTENSION (UP TO 5 YEARS)</td>
<td>OPTIONS MODEL FOR ANTIBIOTICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protects environmental health</td>
<td></td>
<td>Milestone payments can include stewardship, patient access and environmental health agreements but they are challenging to enforce as payments are made during multiple stages of development. Although, these conditions could be attached to the IP to overcome this challenge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can include manufacturing standards for environmental health, but they will be challenging to enforce as this is a one-off reward post market launch.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Prospective payment agreements can be conditional on manufacturing standards for environmental health.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milestone payments can include stewardship, patient access and environmental health agreements but they are challenging to enforce as payments are made during multiple stages of development. Although, these conditions could be attached to the IP to overcome this challenge.</td>
<td>Milestone payments can include stewardship, patient access and environmental health agreements but they are challenging to enforce as payments are made during multiple stages of development. Although, these conditions could be attached to the IP to overcome this challenge.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milestone payments can include stewardship, patient access and environmental health agreements but they are challenging to enforce as payments are made during multiple stages of development. Although, these conditions could be attached to the IP to overcome this challenge.</td>
<td>Milestone payments can include stewardship, patient access and environmental health agreements but they are challenging to enforce as payments are made during multiple stages of development. Although, these conditions could be attached to the IP to overcome this challenge.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market enabling factors</td>
<td></td>
<td>Prospective payment agreements can be conditional on manufacturing standards for environmental health.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improves expected NPV</td>
<td></td>
<td>Milestone payments can include stewardship, patient access and environmental health agreements but they are challenging to enforce as payments are made during multiple stages of development. Although, these conditions could be attached to the IP to overcome this challenge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvements in expected NPV are dependent upon to what extent payments or reward reflect antibiotic R&amp;D costs, and risk of failure during each stage of development.</td>
<td>Likely to provide a substantial size of incentive and significantly improve expected NPV.</td>
<td>Increases NPV by reducing risk of investing in antibiotic development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlike to provide a significant size of incentive and would have minimal impact on NPV.</td>
<td></td>
<td>These investment models do not significantly impact expected NPV but provide a platform to share the risk of investing in antibiotic R&amp;D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enables SME participation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Milestone payments can include stewardship, patient access and environmental health agreements but they are challenging to enforce as payments are made during multiple stages of development. Although, these conditions could be attached to the IP to overcome this challenge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If the incentive is large, then it is likely to make attracting investment by SMES at early stages of development more feasible; the extent to which SMES benefit from these incentives is also related to whether they hold IP rights during regulatory approval.</td>
<td>Supports SMEs at multiple stages of antibiotic development; payments or investments can be targeted to current funding gaps, including preclinical and early clinical development.</td>
<td>Milestone payments can include stewardship, patient access and environmental health agreements but they are challenging to enforce as payments are made during multiple stages of development. Although, these conditions could be attached to the IP to overcome this challenge.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 8: Selected policy options for incentivizing antibiotic R&D continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIRECT FINANCIAL PULL INCENTIVES</th>
<th>INDIRECT FINANCIAL PULL INCENTIVES</th>
<th>OTHER FINANCIAL INCENTIVES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUBSCRIPTION PAYMENTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>MARKET ENTRY REWARD</strong></td>
<td><strong>TRANSFERABLE EXCLUSIVITY EXTENSION (3–12 MONTHS)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Implementation factors

**Operational feasibility at EU level**
- Proportional payments or contributions by Member States to payments or rewards would need to be coordinated by a responsible institution, such as the EIB or HERA.
- Straightforward to implement from a regulatory perspective.
- Proportional contributions by Member States to milestone payments or antibiotic investment funds would need to coordinated by a responsible institution such as the EIB, or HERA. Difficult to assess the potential clinical effectiveness and safety of antibiotic candidates in earlier stages of development.
- Many Member States are opposed to the use of TEEs.
- Less resistance from Member States over use of MEEs than TEEs.
- Milestone payments would need to reflect costs of subsequent stages of R&D.
- Needs coordination and pre-agreements between multiple options holders to avoid disagreements during later stages of development.

Responsibility for assessing antibiotic candidates and issuing payments, exclusivity extensions or investments would need to be designated to a scientific committee and/or ‘antibiotic pipeline coordinator’; roles and responsibilities for monitoring compliance with antibiotic sustainability, patient access and environmental health standards by antibiotic developers would also need to be designated to relevant institutions at the EU level.

**Financial feasibility at EU level**
- Impact on EU budgets is dependent upon extent to which the European Commission shares the financial burden with Member States to contribute to subscription payments or rewards.
- Negligible impact on EU budgets.
- Impact on EU budgets will be dependent upon extent to which the European Commission shares financial burden with Member States to contribute to milestone payments or antibiotic investment funds.

**Financial feasibility at national level**
- Financial burden on Member States could be spread over multiple years.
- If multiple MERs are granted in a short time, it could create a significant short-term financial burden on Member States.
- Uncertain financial impact on Member States, but potentially responsible for significant additional costs.
- Uncertain impact on Member States, but unlikely to be responsible for significant additional costs.
- Number and size of milestone payments or investments by Member States could be limited to ensure financial feasibility.

---

9 While we analyse operational feasibility at the EU level, there is consensus among policy-makers that optimal deployment of push and pull incentives for antibiotics are likely to require a global solution, including engagement and implementation by at least all G20 or G7 countries.

10 The legislative framework required for implementation of incentives analysed in this policy brief should be the subject of future research to clarify legislative feasibility at the EU level.
4.3.1. Direct financial pull incentives

Subscription payments

Subscription payments can fully or partially separate revenues from sales volumes, which supports stewardship and promotes patient access.

Subscription payment models are a type of direct financial pull incentive that either pays the developer a fixed price for access to antibiotics upfront on an annual basis (as in the UK), or guarantees annual revenues (as in Sweden) (Boluarte & Schulze, 2022). Payments can vary proportionally depending on the extent of new antibiotic target priority pathogens or clinical indications with a significant health burden. Subscription payment models separate (or partially separate in the case of guaranteed annual revenues) revenues from sales volumes. This reduces incentives to increase volumes of sales, which can be harmful to stewardship efforts (i.e., antibiotic sustainability), and promotes patient access as subscription payments include requirements to provide antibiotics. It is also possible for these access agreements to include conditions on environmental health manufacturing standards.

The extent to which subscription payments influence antibiotic R&D depends on the level of annual payments, but they are unlikely to stimulate early development unless explicit signals are included.

The influence of subscription payment models on antibiotic R&D is uncertain, and ultimately very dependent upon the level of yearly payments. If yearly payments are set to reflect the marginal cost of production of new antibiotics, they will have little impact on encouraging antibiotic R&D. If, however, they reflect the R&D costs of antibiotics and the risk of failure at different stages of development, yearly payments are more likely to encourage antibiotic R&D. There have been several estimates, ranging from US$1–8.9 billion, of the appropriate size of a global pull incentive required to stimulate antibiotic R&D (Review on Antimicrobial Resistance, 2016; Stern et al., 2017; Årdal et al., 2018; Outterson, 2021), although there is uncertainty regarding these costs and transition probabilities exacerbated by lack of transparency in the pharmaceutical industry. As subscription payment models are typically agreed towards the end of antibiotic development they will only have a substantial impact if the institution responsible for assessing antibiotic candidates and awarding contracts also provides reliable signals to antibiotic developers during the early stages of development that they may be eligible for subscription payments upon market approval (through a mechanism of ‘pre-qualification’).

An EU-level subscription model has been proposed

Implementation feasibility at the EU level may be dependent upon achieving consensus among Member States regarding the size of payments, the public health value of the new antibiotic, and sales volumes required to meet demand. EU-JAMRAI has proposed a mechanism, modelled on the Swedish approach to subscription payments for antibiotics, for a partially delinked subscription model for antibiotics which can be implemented at the EU level (Box 6).

Market entry rewards

MERs could be conditional on access agreements, or granted in exchange for intellectual property rights to facilitate earlier generic market entry.

Market entry rewards are another direct financial pull incentive that functions by providing a one-off reward to antibiotic developers once they have successfully achieved regulatory approval. The size of MER might vary according to the extent to which a new antibiotic targets high-priority medical needs, for example there could be higher rewards for priority pathogens and clinical indications associated with higher health burden. An MER could be granted in exchange for access to a new antibiotic over a specified timeframe, or the MER could be granted in addition to marginal revenues for unit sales of antibiotics. The second option creates less incentive for antibiotic sustainability, as companies may still choose to oversell antibiotics and this may harm stewardship efforts (i.e., antibiotic sustainability). Moreover, even if MERs include terms and conditions for access to new antibiotics, they do not guarantee long-term access, for instance if an antibiotic developer does not comply with access agreements or subsequently becomes bankrupt. This could happen, as MERs do not address fundamental market failures for antibiotics (i.e., low sales volumes and unit prices). However, an appropriately sized MER could be granted in exchange for IP rights, and this could improve patient access as it would facilitate earlier generic market entry.

MERs may disproportionately benefit large pharmaceutical companies

MERs can be used to fund post-approval costs related to pharmacovigilance or commercialization (Wouters, McKee & Luyten, 2020), which is important as these costs have contributed to several antibiotic developers either becoming bankrupt or experiencing significant economic losses (ReAct, 2021). MERs can benefit SMEs if they retain the IP rights during regulatory approval but may disproportionately benefit large pharmaceutical companies as they often purchase the IP rights of medicines at later stages of development.

If they are implemented as a one-off reward, MERs could lead to significant short-term costs for Member States

Operationally, MERs would be feasible to implement at the EU level as they are a one-off reward, which could be granted following regulatory approval by the EMA. However, collecting proportional payments from Member States to finance MERs may be challenging, and if multiple MERs were granted at once this could be responsible for significant short-term costs. In contrast, the financial burden of subscription payments could be spread over multiple years. However, it should be noted that the costs of MERs can be spread over multiple years; for example, DRIVE-AB recommended that the financial costs of MERs should be spread over up to 5 years (Årdal et al., 2018).
How can the EU support sustainable innovation and access to effective antibiotics?

Box 6: JAMRAI has proposed a mechanism for a partially delinked subscription model at the EU level

Figure 15: The proposed mechanism for guaranteed annual revenues for new and pre-existing antibiotics at the EU level sets out specific roles for the EC, EMA and Member States

- Newly approved antibiotics would be recommended by the EMA based upon their ability to meet unmet public health need, as assessed by WHO and national governments through existing HTA. Existing antibiotics would be nominated by European countries that are concerned with vulnerable supply.

- The European Commission would establish countries' willingness to participate in the revenue guarantee for each eligible antibiotic. A minimum number of countries would need to express interest for the antibiotic to be included in the tender. National financial responsibility for the guarantee would be apportioned and agreed.

- The European Commission would perform a tender for all the antibiotics defined as above. To participate in the tender, a company would need to have either marketing approval through the European centralized procedure or marketing approval in at least one European country (which could be expanded through mutual recognition). Companies must commit to access and stewardship stipulations for all participating countries. For older antibiotics, ideally, multiple companies would be selected. The revenue guarantee would be adjusted based upon the countries served.

- Participating countries would continue to price, procure and reimburse the antibiotics as per normal national practices. Companies would meet the access requirements as per the revenue guarantee.

- After the end of each year (or other specified time period), companies would report their total unit sales amount for each participating country to the European Commission. Governments would validate these figures. Each country would then pay the difference between its apportioned guarantee amount and actual sales to the company. If actual sales exceeded the guarantee amount, no further action would be taken.

- This process would be repeated dependent upon the nomination of additional antibiotics, or at the expiry of the revenue guarantees. Ideally, revenue guarantees would last 3–5 years.

*Note:* Permission to reproduce the above figure and text from the ‘Policy brief: Improving access to essential antibiotics’ (Årdal, Lacotte & Ploy, 2021) has been provided by Christine Årdal.
4.3.2. Indirect financial pull incentives

**Transferable exclusivity extensions**

The pharmaceutical industry are supportive of TEEs as they would be easy to implement, do not require upfront government funding, and would provide a large incentive.

Transferable exclusivity extensions, a type of indirect financial pull incentive, are a reward granted to antibiotic developers that successfully develop and launch a new antibiotic (EPHA & ReAct, 2022). They can be used to extend the regulatory data protection or IP rights of any medicine for a fixed time period (i.e., up to 12 months). Antibiotic developers could choose to use the voucher for one of their own medicines or auction it for the highest price if they do not have any drug with high sale potential. To maximize value, TEEs are likely to be applied to drugs with high annual revenues (Outterson, 2007). The pharmaceutical industry has been supportive of TEEs, emphasizing that they are easy to implement, do not require upfront government funding, provide a large enough incentive to be effective, and benefit pharmaceutical companies of all sizes (EFPIA, 2022). The length of a TEE could also be varied to link the public health value of new antibiotics to the size of reward received (Outterson and McDonnell, 2016).

The exact impact of TEEs on public healthcare budgets is difficult to establish.

Non-industry commentators have raised a number of important concerns around TEEs (Boyer, Kroetsch & Ridley, 2022; EPHA & ReAct, 2022; Medicines for Europe, 2022). First, the exact impact of TEEs on public healthcare budgets is difficult to establish, since any estimate is sensitive to assumptions about the impact of the generic market entry on prices and approach towards exclusivity extension. Årdal et al. estimate that the costs to European healthcare systems for a single TEE could be over €3 billion (Årdal, Lacotte & Ploy, 2020), whereas other industry sponsored analyses suggest it could be significantly less than €1 billion (Berdud et al., 2019; Medicines for Europe, 2022). However, none of these analyses distinguished between drugs eligible for longer market exclusivity if TEEs are granted for regulatory data protection or IP rights. This is important, as the method of exclusivity extension will determine which medicines are eligible for a TEE, as well as the potential financial impact on Member States’ pharmaceutical budgets (Copenhagen Economics, 2018). Therefore, further analysis is needed to establish the financial implications of these different methods of exclusivity extension.

It is not certain to what extent and at what stage TEEs would incentivize antibiotic R&D

Second, it is not certain to what extent and at what stage TEEs would incentivize antibiotic R&D. Evaluations of priority review vouchers for therapeutic areas with unmet need in the USA (Meyer, 2021; Aerts et al., 2022) found minimal impact on R&D. Instead, they functioned to bring forward supply of medications already in the late stages of development. Third, TEEs would need to include strict conditions to ensure access to and stewardship of antibiotics in all relevant markets. Otherwise, there is no guarantee that antibiotics will be launched consistently across Europe. Similar to MERs, TEEs do not address fundamental market failures for antibiotics (i.e., low sales volumes and unit prices). Therefore, there are still significant risks that the antibiotic developer may subsequently declare bankruptcy if the value of the TEE does not recoup antibiotic R&D costs. Unless TEEs are combined with prospective purchase agreements that delink sales and volumes, the antibiotic developer may still choose to oversell new antibiotics to maximize annual revenues. Fourth, TEEs do not link the public health value of new antibiotics to the size of reward received. This is because the value of a TEE is determined by which expensive, high-selling brand-name medicines are nearing patent expiry when it is granted, rather than whether an antibiotic displays any innovative characteristics or to what extent it addresses high-priority medical need. However, the European Commission could grant TEEs only to new antibiotics which display innovative characteristics in order to limit the possibility that TEEs are granted to antibiotics with limited public health value.

**Market exclusivity extensions**

MEEs are unlikely to have a substantial impact on total expected NPV for antibiotic R&D

Market exclusivity extensions, another form of indirect financial pull incentive, reward antibiotic developers that successfully develop and launch a new antibiotic by extending the IP rights of the new antibiotic for a fixed time period (i.e., up to 5 years). This prolongs the time period that antibiotic developers have market monopoly for their new antibiotic, and therefore increases the total revenues they can expect following launch of their new antibiotic. However, MEEs will likely have little impact on the profitability of commercializing new antibiotics as they do not address fundamental market failures for antibiotics (i.e., small sale volumes and low prices). Therefore, even with 5 years of additional market exclusivity, MEEs are unlikely to have a substantial impact on total expected NPV for antibiotic R&D. Although, if a new antibiotic were developed with several innovative characteristics, such as new mechanism of action, offering a significant improvement over pre-existing therapies, then an antibiotic developer might be able to justify higher prices as there would be limited competition with pre-existing generic antibiotics for the same clinical indication. In

---

6 Intellectual property rights are related to the patents and supplementary protection certificates (SPC) that are filed during the invention or creation of new drug molecules. In the EU, as is the case in most of the rest of the world, a patent is valid for 20 years. An SPC extends the IP protection period by up to 5 years, and is determined by: (date of the first market authorization – date of filing of corresponding patent – 5 years). Regulatory data protection is protection of data submitted by a company in the context of a marketing authorization against use by others. In the EU, drug developers are granted 8 years of regulatory data protection after market authorization.
this so far unrealized scenario, an MEE could be responsible for the generation of significant additional revenue for the antibiotic developer. Similar to TEEs, unless MEEs include strict terms and conditions for antibiotic access and sustainability, they do not create incentives for access to and stewardship of new antibiotics, as they are one-off reward.

**MEEs could negatively impact patient access to antibiotics as they would delay entry of generic manufacturers**

In fact, MEEs could negatively impact access to antibiotics as the entry of generic manufacturers often results in improved access and some diversification of the manufacturing supply. While the length of MEE granted could vary to reward more highly innovative characteristics (such as a new chemical class or mechanism of action, or clinical indications with high health burden), this risks creating conditions whereby access to new antibiotics with high public health value is limited. Over the last decade, MEEs have been used in the USA following the implementation of the Generating Antibiotic Incentives Now (GAIN) Act 2012. However, this has been largely ineffective and many antibiotic developers that have been granted MEEs have subsequently gone bankrupt or suffered significant economic losses (Darrow & Kesselheim, 2020).

**4.3.3. Other financial incentives**

**Milestone payments**

Milestone payments may help SMEs to overcome the ‘valley of death’ for antibiotics in the early stages of development

Milestone payments are a type of push incentive that involves granting funding to developers at specific stages of antibiotic development. This funding is then used to fund subsequent stages of development. Milestone payments could be used to support SMEs to overcome what has been termed the ‘valley of death’, which results in the failure of many antibiotic candidates during preclinical and early stages of clinical development. They will have less impact on larger pharmaceutical companies, which are typically less involved in antibiotic development during the preclinical stages of development. Baraldi et al. demonstrate through simulations of thousands of ‘synthetic’ antibiotic R&D projects using literature on transition probabilities and R&D costs that milestone payments can have a significant impact on the expected NPV when granted following completion of phase 1 trials, which is typically when antibiotic developers (most of which are SMEs) are most financially vulnerable as earlier push incentive funding (such as grants) has become depleted (Baraldi et al., 2019). At this stage, the expected NPV of an antibiotic R&D project is very low and impacted less by pull incentives that are triggered at later stages of clinical development.

A global ‘antibiotic pipeline coordinator’ would need to take responsibility for assessing eligibility for milestone payments

Milestone payments can be targeted towards antibiotic candidates that address high-priority medical need. Assessing eligibility for milestone payments would need to be undertaken by an ‘antibiotic pipeline coordinator’, which could also facilitate cooperation among relevant stakeholders across the antibiotic pipeline (discussed further above). Ideally, this ‘antibiotic pipeline coordinator’ would function at the global level. There are already some organizations performing the functions of an ‘antibiotic pipeline coordinator’ at different stages of the antibiotic R&D pathway (Table 7). Such an antibiotic coordinator would also be tasked with interpreting the reliability and validity of clinical trial data, and would need to ensure that issuing milestone payments is dependent upon complete transparency regarding clinical trial findings.

One drawback of milestone payments is that there would be no guarantee that antibiotic candidates would successfully achieve market approval

A major advantage is that milestone payments are generally smaller in size and thus do not require the same large upfront investments as other pull incentives granted at the end of the R&D pathway, such as MERs or subscription payments. Moreover, the aforementioned simulations by Baraldi et al. indicate that milestone payments granted following the completion of phase 1 trials would require less funding than these pull incentives to successfully bring an antibiotic candidate through to market approval (Baraldi et al., 2019). However, the drawback of milestone payments is that there would be no guarantee that antibiotic candidates would successfully achieve market approval whereas the other pull incentives would only be granted once market approval had been achieved. Market payments can also, by design, include stewardship, patient access and environmental health agreements, but these stipulations are challenging to enforce as milestone payments are made during multiple stages of development and the ownership of IP rights for antibiotic candidates may change throughout the development process. However, this is also the case for other incentives discussed in this policy unless they are combined with some form of prospective payment agreement, such as subscription payments, with continued payments made conditional on compliance with these agreements.

**Options Model for Antibiotics**

The Options Model for Antibiotics (OMA) allows public investors to share the risk of investing in antibiotic development with antibiotic developers in return for access agreements and discounted prices

The OMA outlines a mechanism whereby public investors effectively become co-investors with antibiotic developers, sharing the risk of investing in antibiotic development in return for guarantees to access and discounted prices. Public investors can target investments towards antibiotic candidates that address high-priority medical need, and prospective purchase agreements can include conditions on access, antibiotic sustainability and environmental health manufacturing standards. This is a hybrid mechanism, as it combines push incentives (i.e., funding for early drug discovery research and early clinical trials) and pull incentives (i.e., advanced commitments to purchase antibiotics if they achieve market authorization). The OMA is modelled on the principle of financial call options and allows payers to invest in antibiotic R&D by purchasing the right to buy antibiotics at discounted prices if and when these products obtain...
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Figure 16: Option models for antibiotics allow payers to purchase the right to buy antibiotics at discounted prices if and when these products obtain market approval

Option A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequencing to lead molecule</th>
<th>Lead molecule to development candidate (DC)</th>
<th>DC to Phase 1</th>
<th>Phase 1 to Phase 2</th>
<th>Phase 2 to Phase 3</th>
<th>Phase 3 to file</th>
<th>File to launch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

If the antibiotic successfully reaches market, the super fund purchases it for a discounted price

Super fund buys Call Option A for antibiotic for a discount of yet-to-be-determined market price (C)

Option B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequencing to lead molecule</th>
<th>Lead molecule to development candidate (DC)</th>
<th>DC to Phase 1</th>
<th>Phase 1 to Phase 2</th>
<th>Phase 2 to Phase 3</th>
<th>Phase 3 to file</th>
<th>File to launch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

If the antibiotic successfully reaches market, the super fund purchases it for a discounted price

Super fund buys Call Option B for higher price than price (C). Requirements to invest in manufacturing capacity are issued.

Notes:
A: The price of purchasing Option A is discounted because the antibiotic is in the early stages of R&D and thus it is a risky investment. If the antibiotic develops successfully, the investor will save money in the long-term as they will purchase the antibiotic at a price (C), which is lower than the market price.

B: The price of purchasing Option B is higher than price (C) because the antibiotic is in a late stage of development and thus the investment has minimal risk. Options purchased at later stages of development, such as Option B, may include requirements for investments in manufacturing capacity to accelerate widespread access to the antibiotic once it is successfully developed. The level of discount and ultimate price level will be dependent on the time and size of investments made by governments/superfunds.

Source: Adapted from Brogan & Mossialos, 2013.

market approval (Figure 16) (Brogan & Mossialos, 2013; Forman et al 2020; Brogan & Mossialos, 2016; Brogan & Mossialos, 2006). This effectively means that public and private investors share the risk of investing in antibiotics. Early investments in phase 1 trial (which have a higher probability of failure and therefore are riskier) options would be cheaper; while less risky options purchased towards the end of the antibiotic development cycle would be more expensive. As a co-investor, the options purchaser may potentially have the opportunity to codetermine the market price for the new antibiotic alongside the developer. Thus, the option purchaser benefits in several ways. Firstly, the options holder invests in, and therefore incentivizes, the development of the antibiotics they desire (i.e., public investors can choose antibiotics that meet target drug profiles and unmet needs). Second, the options holder becomes a co-investor, and can therefore exert influence over price settings if and when that antibiotic successfully receives market approval. Thirdly, the options holder can ensure access to the antibiotic at a discounted price and in specified quantities (Brogan & Mossialos, 2013).

Implementation of the OMA would require a legislative framework to regulate agreements between option sellers and purchasers

There are some practical considerations for implementing the OMA. First, a legislative framework would need to be created that would provide antibiotic developers (option sellers) and investors (public purchasers) with confidence that options agreements would be adhered to, including designating roles and responsibilities to relevant institutions for monitoring compliance and resolving any potential disagreements between antibiotic developers and investors. Second, estimating the appropriate size of investments and discounts on yet-to-be determined future prices might be challenging to calculate. During the early stages of development, antibiotic developers might be reluctant to share the necessary data and clinical trial findings required to undertake these calculations. However, this could be overcome with confidentiality agreements. Third, the uncertainties regarding the potential effectiveness of new antibiotics at earlier stages of development may discourage investments following the completion of preclinical or phase 1 trials when bottlenecks in antibiotic R&D exist.
Investments would be cheaper during these earlier stages of development to reflect the risk of investment, but they would also need to be large enough to significantly contribute to funding the next stage of development.

4.3.4. The case for greater push incentive funding

There is a funding gap for preclinical and earlier stages of clinical development, which contributes to many antibiotic candidates not continuing to later stages of development.

While there has been substantial investment in push incentives over the last decade (see section 2), as of 2023, the majority of expected investments in antibacterial therapeutic R&D over the coming decade is either concentrated in the basic science research or the later stages of advanced clinical development. This means there remains a very significant funding gap for early-stage product development, a period during which SMEs are particularly vulnerable to experiencing financial difficulties.

Figure 17 shows the results of a preliminary analysis, which projects various public and private funding allocations for antibacterial therapeutic R&D over the next decade, drawing upon data from the Dynamic Dashboard of the Global AMR R&D Hub and expected investments from CARB-X, the AMR Action Fund, G7 countries and HERA, among others. This is compared to the minimal investments required over a decade to bring to market at least six novel antibacterial treatments, using drug development costs and transition probabilities identified from a literature review by Outterson (2021).

While it should be acknowledged that there are uncertainties regarding transition probabilities and antibiotic development costs, this preliminary analysis does demonstrate the significant funding gaps during the early stages of product development, which are likely to be responsible for many antibiotic candidates not continuing to later clinical stages of development. The full assumptions underlying this analysis

Figure 17: Preclinical research and phase 1 trials face the largest funding gap*

A comparison between expected and needed investments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Projected 10-year allocation of R&amp;D investments for antibacterial therapeutics</th>
<th>Minimal 10-year allocation of AMR R&amp;D investments to obtain six novel antibacterial therapeutics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic research</td>
<td>$2.9 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early-stage product development (from H2L to FIH)</td>
<td>$1.8 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced development and post-approval in HICs</td>
<td>$2.4 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The most significant funding gap is in early-stage product development.</td>
<td>$5.6 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3 billion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3.3 billion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: This figure shows a visual representation of the potential bottleneck for antibacterial R&D funding to obtain six novel antibacterial treatments. Estimates do not include TB and do not account for the costs of regulatory submissions, post approval and access in low- and middle-income countries.

Preliminary data based on probabilities of technical and regulatory success from best available data. This figure illustrates only the therapeutic pipeline: preventative and diagnostics are not shown.

* The precise boundaries between some phases of drug development are indeterminate or have been used inconsistently in the literature. For the purpose of this diagram, basic science research includes all research up to and including the Target-to-HIT phase of drug development. Early-stage product development spans from Hit-to-Lead (H2L) to phase 1 clinical trials, including first dose in human (FIH) to first dose in patient. Advanced clinical development covers phase 2 clinical trials (including first dose in patient to first pivotal dose) and phase 3 clinical trials (including first pivotal dose to first regulatory filing). These estimates also include pre-approval costs of new drug applications, from first regulatory filing to first regulatory approval, and post-approval costs. It is important to note that these funding allocations do not include TB and do not account for the costs of regulatory submissions, post approval and access in LIMCs.

Source: Preliminary analysis based on data from the Global AMR R&D Hub comparing expected investments in antibacterial therapeutic R&D for the coming decade with minimal investments required to deliver six novel antibacterial treatments using drug transition probabilities and phase costs from Outterson (2021).
are included in Supplementary Tables 1 and 2. The largest uncertainty is for transition probabilities from basic science and drug discovery research to preclinical trial phases, as no reliable estimates exist. Instead, this is reliant on expert opinion.

As discussed above, the conclusion of the ENABLE research programme points to the even greater unmet need for push incentives from the European Commission, such as direct funding and grants during early stages of antibiotic R&D, especially in the transition from early drug discovery to preclinical development. This is even more urgent and timely in order to take advantage of the creation of the AMR Action Fund and its planned injection of US$1 billion of private investment in clinical development until 2032. Drawing upon the analysis above, there is a strong argument for the EU to also consider increasing funding for push incentives alongside implementing pull incentives, as well as to join other G7 governments in supporting antibiotic pipeline coordinators to distribute this push incentive funding with responsibility for oversight of antibiotic candidates under development, identification of unmet needs for funding, and the provision of platforms to share technical support and expertise among antibiotic developers (see section above on implementation and operational feasibility).
5. How can the EU promote sustainable and timely access to pre-existing and new antibiotics once developed and approved?

Most antibiotic-resistant infections would respond to antibiotics that have already been developed and approved for market, but not all existing antibiotics are reliably available in all countries.

Timely access to effective treatments for infections is crucial for patients and for achieving the best possible clinical outcomes. It requires not only focusing on the development of new antibiotics, as described in previous sections, but also ensuring that existing effective options are readily available when needed. Indeed, despite the persistent and expanding challenge of antibiotic resistance, most antibiotic-resistant infections would respond to antibiotics that have already been developed and approved for market. However, not all existing antibiotics are reliably available in all countries and this further drives resistance development due to the use of less effective and/or alternatives with a broader spectrum of activity (see section 3). Therefore, it has become clear that ensuring access to and availability of existing antibiotics is a key component in tackling antibiotic resistance in addition to the primary function of treating patients and saving lives.

Several factors influence the availability of an antibiotic in a given country, including whether manufacturers have brought or kept their product on the market, and whether there is sufficient supply of the antibiotic overall. The following paragraphs explore these parameters and present selected approaches that might facilitate better availability in the future, focusing on action at the EU level; these approaches span regulatory/administrative measures, measures related to pricing and procurement, and measures to better understand and strengthen the antibiotics supply chain. It is important to note that these dimensions are interlinked and should therefore be considered in combination, just as previous sections have showcased for the development of new antibiotics. In line with Table 8, which summarizes options to facilitate the development of new antibiotics, Table 10 at the end of this section summarizes the main options presented below; it uses the same criteria, adapted for applicability.

Reducing registration fees and adapting sunset clauses can lower administrative hurdles that contribute to the variable availability of existing antibiotics across countries.

Cross-country comparisons of registered antibiotics show considerable variability in the number and composition of antibiotic products available on the market (Pulcini et al., 2012, 2017; Tebano et al., 2019). This may reflect that marketing authorization holders choose not to register a product in a given country in the first place, or that they have opted to withdraw after a while. Financial considerations, and in particular the expectation of insufficient revenues, are cited as the main reason for such decisions (Boluarte & Schulze, 2022). The constituent drivers of this market failure are described in detail in section 3 above, and comprise relatively small target volumes (given epidemiological trends and conservation efforts), brief treatment regimens, and low prices (particularly for older antibiotics with generic competition). Previous analyses, including by the Swedish Dental and Pharmaceutical Benefits Agency (TLV), show a direct relationship between sales value and a pharmaceutical product disappearing from the market (European Commission et al., 2021; Dental and Pharmaceutical Benefits Agency et al., 2022). For the Swedish context it was estimated that an annual revenue below SEK 1 million (ca. €92,000) increased the likelihood of deregistration (see Figure 18).

Figure 18: The example of Sweden shows a direct relationship between sales value and proportion of products that disappear from the market.

Source: Dental and Pharmaceutical Benefits Agency et al., 2022.
Market authorization holders may opt to withdraw their products to avoid annual fees, especially if these exceed the expected product revenues (for reference, annual fees for centrally authorized medicines in the EU exceed €100,000) (EMA, 2022a). At the same time, should they decide to bring the product to market again after withdrawal, additional administrative costs can be expected. If market authorization holders choose not to deploy their products in certain countries without actively seeking to withdraw marketing authorization, regulators at the national level may have legitimate expectations for sufficient volumes to be made available, and so-called ‘sunset clauses’ are activated as per EU or national law (see Box 7), potentially triggering an additional financial and administrative burden. Since the establishment of the EMA’s centralized marketing authorization procedure in 2005, antibiotics are typically reviewed under this pathway, and the decision is binding for all countries in the EEA; however, given that many older antibiotics received their marketing authorization before 2005, there is variability among countries particularly for this group of medicines (Årdal et al., 2017).

Potential regulatory policy options to discourage the withdrawal of existing antibiotics include, among others, the reduction or abolition of annual fees and adapting sunset clause requirements (see Box 7). This has already been suggested in Sweden, as part of an initiative to ensure that existing antibiotics stay on the market (Dental and Pharmaceutical Benefits Agency et al., 2022). At the EU level, similar considerations might be levied for antibiotics with a central marketing authorization by the EMA, and communication with Member States could reinforce the potential for applying related options at the national level. Such actions could apply to all antibiotics, or be combined with clear criteria regarding aspects of public health importance (e.g. linked to effectiveness) and expected sales values that would trigger exceptions from annual fees and sunset clauses. The latter option takes into account that there are other therapeutic areas, such as rare diseases, which may be eligible for similar benefits. In either case, fees for other therapeutic areas may also need to be adjusted to ensure financial sustainability of regulatory agencies. Other options to lower the threshold for the (re)registration of antibiotics may include allowing (re)registration based on older documentation, fast-tracking registration processes for antibiotics based on resistance metrics, and harmonizing packaging and leaflet information (Dental and Pharmaceutical Benefits Agency et al., 2022). For the latter two options, it might be easier to implement this regionally (e.g., for groups of countries, such as the Nordics) (Dental and Pharmaceutical Benefits Agency et al., 2022) but it is also being discussed at the EU level (European Commission, 2022b).

While reducing administrative hurdles for antibiotics as described here might require relatively low-threshold changes that could contribute to the sustained accessibility of existing antibiotics, the effectiveness of such measures in counteracting current market failures would likely be limited in isolation, as it does not directly affect the size of expected revenue from sales (see also Table 9).

---

**Box 7: The ‘sunset clause’ for medicines in Europe can trigger an additional financial and administrative burden for market authorization holders**

The so-called ‘sunset clause’ is a provision leading to the cessation of the validity of a medicinal product’s marketing authorization if:

- the medicinal product is not placed on the market within three years of the authorization being granted; or
- where a medicinal product previously placed on the market is no longer actually present on the market for three consecutive years.

This provision applies to both nationally and centrally authorized products. For centrally authorized products, the European Commission may grant exemptions on public health grounds and in exceptional circumstances if duly justified. European countries may apply different provisions on when a product is considered marketed, and may also grant exceptions according to predefined criteria, which include public health considerations in line with the European framework – see examples from Denmark (Danish Medicines Agency, 2022), Germany (Federal Institute for Drugs and Medical Devices, 2022) and the UK (UK Government, 2022).

*Note:* the ongoing revision of the EU’s pharmaceutical legislation may impact the application of this clause.

*Source:* EMA, 2022b.

---

**Increasing the target population through joint purchasing options at the EU level could increase commercial viability of supplying essential generic antibiotics**

At the EU level, one option for increasing the commercial viability of existing antibiotics, particularly those that are vulnerable to shortages, would be to increase target populations by exploring joint purchasing options. Given the nature of antibiotic resistance pathogens, antibiotics arguably fall within the scope of the EU Joint Procurement Agreement (JPA) (McEvoy & Ferri, 2020), which is applicable for medical countermeasures to address serious cross-border threats to health (see Box 8). In theory, cross-country joint procurement can enhance transparency through better information-sharing; enable cross-country learning

**Good procurement practice, joint purchasing and subscription payments are policies that can ensure sufficient revenues for antibiotic manufacturers and would facilitate access to essential generic antibiotics**

The established paradigms of pharmaceutical procurement generally aim to minimize costs for public payers. This means that prices for generic medicines are generally low (e.g., due to internal reference pricing measures in the outpatient setting or lowest-price-based tenders in the inpatient setting), and that only a few suppliers are contracted for the delivery of these medicines (e.g., because of single-award tenders in the inpatient setting). Previous sections have established the importance of sufficient revenues and supply-chain diversification for sustained access to existing antibiotics. Given the size of their target populations, the short durations of treatment and antibiotic conservation efforts, it is difficult to increase the attractiveness of antibiotics marketing solely by modifying price levels. Therefore, approaches towards increasing predictability of sales volumes or delinking them from revenue merit consideration.

---
by sharing experience; strengthen bargaining power and mitigate overly high transaction costs by pooling skills, capacities and negotiations; ensure sustainable access to health technologies by sharing resources through cross-border exchange of products in short supply; achieve sustainable prices through economies of scale; thereby also improving the quality of purchased goods, ensuring supply security and availability, and fostering certain innovations (Espín et al., 2016). In practice, its implementation can be resource-intensive and requires political will and flexibility for necessary trade-offs (Espín et al., 2016; European Commission et al., 2022). What is more, to maximize gains in the context of antibiotics, a priority list of products to be purchased jointly would need to be developed and agreed among participating countries (see also next section); such a prioritization would also prevent overcentralization, which could mean fewer opportunities for local marketing authorization holders to win central tenders, thus endangering their sustainability.

**Box 8: Experience with joint purchasing in the EU includes the Joint Procurement Agreement and advance purchase agreements for COVID-19 vaccines**

The EU Joint Procurement Agreement has its roots in the experience of European countries during the H1N1 flu pandemic in 2009. Having competed against each other to purchase flu vaccine supplies and antiviral medication, countries often had to pay relatively high prices and did not always use the procured supplies. Against this backdrop, both the European Council and the European Parliament concluded that a joint procurement mechanism would improve the purchasing power of Member States and strengthen solidarity between them by ensuring equitable access. Thus, the EU JPA was adopted in 2014 to enhance preparedness against cross-border threats. Under the JPA, the European Commission has a coordinating role in the purchasing process, while the EU countries are the direct buyers. Before the COVID-19 pandemic, several calls for tender had been successfully completed under the JPA, spanning personal protective equipment (PPE), laboratory equipment, therapeutic remdesivir, and medicines used in the intensive care unit (ICU). However, particularly during the first wave of the pandemic, some countries, sometimes forming alliances, placed national interests ahead of the common EU interest in the procurement of PPE and COVID-19 therapeutics, and increased efforts to procure these technologies through other channels parallel to joint EU efforts (this was not precluded by the JPA). As a result, the Commission proposed revising the joint procurement regulatory framework by extending voluntary participation to EEA and EU candidate countries and mandating that countries that choose to participate in a joint procurement do not procure the same goods in other ways.

Given the extreme circumstances of urgency created by the pandemic, and the fact that COVID-19 vaccines had to be developed as new products, the pathway chosen for the purchasing of vaccines at the EU level was not the JPA. Instead, the European Commission negotiated advance purchasing agreements (APAs) with vaccine manufacturers, assuming a part of the upfront costs of the development and production of COVID-19 vaccines and securing the right to procure a set number of doses at a negotiated price within a given timeframe. The joint purchasing of COVID-19 vaccines was generally considered a success. A better understanding of the antibiotics supply is necessary and can pave the way for strengthening the supply chain and addressing shortages

**Good procurement practice is crucial at the national level and also for any joint purchasing initiatives**

Importantly, any joint purchasing efforts at the EU level should mirror good practice in national level procurement. This entails refraining from race-to-the-bottom tendering by ensuring more than one supplier is contracted, and that contracts are of sufficient duration and entail sufficient minimum order amounts to attract adequate bids and improve predictability. When it comes to the expectations of purchasers, delivery security should be considered in the procurement process, either as a criterion for awarding the contract or as a bonus reimbursement component when related targets have been achieved. Examples of such practices are already available in Europe, as showcased in a recent study exploring public procurement practice in European countries (European Commission et al., 2022). While the study focused on practices in different countries, its findings are transferrable to collaborative efforts, and cross-country collaboration is recognized as a fundamental pillar for future efforts. The exchange of good procurement practice across countries can be facilitated through existing initiatives, such as the Network of Competent Authorities on Pricing & Reimbursement (NCAPR), an informal cooperation platform steered by the European Commission. Specifically for antibiotics, the introduction of environmental criteria into procurement terms also merits consideration under the One Health approach; examples from the Nordics are already available (European Commission et al., 2022).

**Delinked payment models, such as subscription payments, are promising for existing antibiotics as well**

Beyond optimizing procurement practice, partially or fully delinking revenue from sales volume and price is an option that can be considered for existing antibiotics as well. The use of subscription-style payment models can be applied here too, including the mechanism for a partially delinked subscription model at the EU level proposed by JAMRAI (Box 6). The exact size of the guarantee would require discussion, as would the exact implementation of such a plan and its alignment with public health needs. Political will to agree and consider the different abilities to pay among EU Member States would be crucial for the initiation and success of such models. Sweden’s annual revenue guarantee pilot, described in section 3, partially delinks revenue from sales and includes the older antibiotic fosfomycin in addition to new products. The pilot was evaluated positively in January 2023; this should encourage additional discussions on the potential of similar models for ensuring access to existing antibiotics and addressing market failures.

**A better understanding of the antibiotics supply is necessary and can pave the way for strengthening the supply chain and addressing shortages**

As mentioned in section 3, antibiotics shortages typically occur because there are limited actors involved in the production and supply chain, and demand has not been possible to forecast and anticipate. Additionally, despite the overall lack of transparency around where raw materials are procured and the producers of reaction intermediaries or APIs are located, it is clear that these activities largely take...
place outside the EU. The next paragraphs consider policy options to improve the sustained supply of essential antibiotics through strengthening intelligence, manufacturing and stockpiling.

**Mapping European pharmaceutical production capacity would facilitate prompt identification of alternative producers when shortages occur**

Despite European and national obligations for market authorization holders to notify competent authorities of any foreseeable temporary or permanent disruptions in supply, a lack of transparency persists (not least due to suboptimal information-sharing among the numerous stakeholders that make up the pharmaceutical supply chain) (see Årdal et al., 2021 and Article 23a of 2001/83/EC on the European regulatory framework (European Commission, 2001; Årdal et al., 2021). A first step to counteract this problem could entail a European pharmaceutical production capacity mapping database of all industrial entities that make up the pharmaceutical supply chain. Such a mapping would allow the prompt identification of alternative producers when shortages occur and spread risks at procurement. A recent feasibility study commissioned by HERA and carried out by McKinsey identified potential measures that could help increase transparency of information in the event of shortages, as supply-chain set-up information is often protected and difficult to obtain (European Commission, 2022b, 2022d). A Staff Working Document from the European Commission also highlights the necessity for increased transparency along the supply chain, starting with raw materials prior to the registered starting material phase (European Commission, 2022d). For instance, the EU may choose to adapt the policy implemented by New Zealand, where the New Zealand Medicines and Medical Devices Safety Authority provides publicly available information on the names and locations of API producers, finished product manufacturers, product sponsors and the marketers of products (MedSafe, 2022).

**An EU-level facilitated exchange between Member States could help identify and compare which antibiotic formulations are available in different settings**

Another approach towards strengthening intelligence and providing a solid foundation for action to improve the supply chain would entail EU-level facilitated exchange between Member States to identify and compare which antibiotic formulations are available in different settings, and which are the best options for existing medical needs according to best available evidence. A good example of how different strengths and formulations exist without clinical necessity is the widespread use of both amoxicillin 125mg/5ml and 135mg/5ml oral suspensions in Europe. If formulations were aligned, this could help concentrate manufacturing efforts to those products that would provide the most benefit across the EU. Such a documentation initiative of available formulations in different countries could also provide the basis for a platform that could support swift action in cases of shortages in individual countries, which could use it to identify where to look for support (see a best-practice example in this direction in Box 8). Alongside aligning formulations, there are potential opportunities to harmonize the packaging and labelling of certain antibiotics to facilitate joint procurement efforts that are applicable to multiple Member States and to ensure that stockpiles of antibiotics can be deployed across Europe without the need for repackaging.

**Strengthening manufacturing capacities within the EU, as well as outside China and India, could help improve availability of antibiotics**

Building on this, strengthening manufacturing capacities within the EU, as well as outside China and India (see also next chapter on the EU’s engagement at the global level), could be considered. This could include subsidies to manufacturers investing in facilities within the EU, but would require careful consideration of the nature of these subsidies and the implications for competition in the common market as well the limitations imposed by rules on state aid. Given the significant infrastructure and investment requirements for developing manufacturing capacity for antibiotics, such an option merits consideration at the EU level, in addition to (and ideally in conjunction with) national initiatives. In the Pharmaceutical Strategy for Europe, the European Commission committed to “promote investment and coordinate research, development, manufacturing, deployment and use for novel antibiotics as part of the new EU Health Emergency Response Authority” (European Commission, 2020); however, such coordinated action is also necessary for existing antibiotics. A recent example in this direction is the investment of the Austrian government and Sandoz in penicillin manufacturing capacities (Wallace, 2020). It is evident that EU action aimed at strengthening manufacturing capacity is a long-term solution to supply considerations and would require substantial investment, meticulous planning and consideration of externalities.

**Virtual stockpiling could help reduce shortages that are caused by supply disruptions**

Relatedly, the aforementioned McKinsey analysis on addressing shortages concluded that virtual stockpiling (see Table 9), whereby an EU overview of decentralized buffers of supplies is maintained, might be a solution for shortages that are caused by supply disruptions. Combined with mandatory inventories in the private sector, such a system could also provide the basis for balancing physical stockpiles across EU Member States and determining the need for EU-coordinated procurement as described above. This would likely need to be complemented with public sector inventories for some high-risk infections, such as extensively resistant TB, where there would be benefits in having a supply of antibiotics that could be rapidly deployed to Member States. How such a virtual stockpile might be operationalized at the EU level would require additional thought, balancing benefits with the challenges of regulatory and legal change. During the COVID-19 pandemic, the European Commission upgraded the EU Civil Protection Mechanism to create rescEU, which established a new European reserve of resources (the ‘rescEU reserve’), including a stockpile of medical items and field hospitals...
How can the EU support sustainable innovation and access to effective antibiotics?

That can respond to health emergencies, rescEU could be leveraged to store antibiotics in light of AMR-related action in the Pharmaceutical Strategy for Europe.

**Increased collaboration between the relevant EU bodies as well as with the WHO Expert Committee on Selection and Use of Essential Medicines could help determine priorities for concerted action**

The exact set-up of the options described above, as well as which EU agencies and mechanisms are best suited to develop and implement them, would need to be considered further. Regulation (EU) 2022/123 of the European Parliament and of the Council was adopted in January 2022 (European Commission, 2022c, p. 123), and includes a reinforced role for the EMA as regards crisis preparedness and management for medicinal products and medical devices, including shortages. HERA's mandate explicitly includes increasing the stockpiling capacity of medical countermeasures, including through the use of EU4 Health funds (Anderson, Forman & Mossialos, 2021; Forman & Mossialos, 2021). It is clear that close collaboration with the ECDC is vital for the successful alignment of actions with public health needs. Crucially, given the fragmented governance structures for antibiotic procurement, there is currently a lack of clarity within and between health systems about the distribution of responsibility to determine which shortages pose a sufficient risk for public health to warrant concerted action; this is another area that lends itself to increased dialogue at the EU level, and would correspond to the aspirations of the Pharmaceutical Strategy for Europe.

Increased collaboration with the WHO Expert Committee on Selection and Use of Essential Medicines could contribute to achieving this goal. Successful examples at the national level, such as the PLATINEA initiative in Sweden (see Box 9), can serve as blueprints for considering modalities in international collaboration, and synergies with the AMR Multi-Stakeholder Partnership Platform, launched in November 2022 and hosted by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations, would need to be explored (FAO, 2023).

**Table 9: Virtual stockpiling could be combined with public sector and private mandatory inventories**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inventory Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private sector inventories</td>
<td>National governments place obligations on market authorization holders or wholesalers, by which they must maintain inventories of relevant medications to certain levels as a condition of procurement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public sector inventories</td>
<td>Physical stockpiles of medications procured and stored using public funds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual inventories</td>
<td>A virtual European data warehouse on needs and, if applicable, deployable stocks of antibiotics, to facilitate the voluntary exchange of information on available supplies, possible surpluses and global shortages of essential antibiotics (Council of the European Union, 2018).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Box 9: The Swedish PLATINEA initiative is a best-practice example for a collaborative platform towards optimizing access to antibiotics**

PLATINEA (the Platform for Innovation of Existing Antibiotics) is a multisectoral collaboration platform funded by the Swedish innovation agency Vinnova and coordinated by Uppsala University. It brings together 21 partners, including academia, national and regional authorities, healthcare providers and industry. The aim is to monitor and prioritize needs for antibiotics in healthcare, and to link those needs to the generation of new evidence on the optimal use and dosage of antibiotics, as well as the implementation of this knowledge in clinical practice and in supporting efforts to counteract shortages of priority antibiotics (including mapping of delivery chains, analysis of the cost of shortages and the implementation of measures such as joint purchasing). The platform idea received initial funding in 2017 and, following its successful operationalization and positive evaluation, the platform is currently funded through to 2026.

Sources: Stahlgren, Grape & Edlund, 2022; PLATINEA, 2023.
Table 10: Selected policy options for improving access to existing antibiotics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Targets</th>
<th>REGULATORY LEVERS</th>
<th>PURCHASING APPROACHES</th>
<th>MEASURES TO ENSURE ADEQUATE SUPPLY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high-priority medical need</td>
<td>Potentially, if triggered by mechanisms to determine priority antibiotics (although this might complicate operational feasibility). This might be harder to achieve at the EU level but could be facilitated by collaborative documentation of available options.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Stockpiles of high-priority antibiotics can be emphasized.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not directly, but can provide foundation to determine priority antibiotics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No (unless it’s tailored to priority antibiotics for feasibility reasons).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Can potentially be initiated for priority antibiotics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supports antibiotic sustainability</td>
<td>Yes, by contributing to sustained availability of more options. Would reduce the need for prescribing broader-spectrum or less effective alternatives by improving the availability of more targeted products.</td>
<td>Yes, by contributing to sustained availability of more options.</td>
<td>Yes, by contributing to sustained availability of more options.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes, by facilitating identification of needs and cross-country support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not per se, but potential to deploy alternative pathways to production can contribute.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Indirectly, via potentially reduced shortages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotes patient access</td>
<td>Yes, by contributing to the availability of suitable options. However, variation in access due to other factors would not be corrected.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes, potential to quickly identify support partners in shortages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes, increased agility in cases of shortages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes, potential to reduce shortages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protects environmental health</td>
<td>No (unless linked to such criteria; but this could potentially detract from operational feasibility with questionable benefits for generic antibiotics).</td>
<td>Not necessarily, but procurement criteria/payment structure could be linked to environmental impacts.</td>
<td>None of these measures directly targets the protection of environmental health; they can contribute indirectly by including environmental considerations, but this is unlikely to be an emphasized criterion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Can be based on environmental standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improves expected revenues</td>
<td>Potentially, but likely not substantially (the focus here would be to reduce costs to manufacturers).</td>
<td>Yes, if enough countries participate.</td>
<td>Yes (size of delinked component determines incentive).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No (subsidies could contribute to manufacturer income).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 10: Selected policy options for improving access to existing antibiotics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REGULATORY LEVERS</th>
<th>PURCHASING APPROACHES</th>
<th>MEASURES TO ENSURE ADEQUATE SUPPLY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>REDUCTION/WAIVER OF REGISTRATION FEES</strong></td>
<td><strong>JOINT PROCUREMENT</strong></td>
<td><strong>EU STOCKPILING</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADAPTATION OF SUNSET CLAUSES</strong></td>
<td><strong>SUBSCRIPTION PAYMENTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>MAPPING OF AVAILABLE PRODUCTS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GOOD PROCUREMENT PRACTICE</strong></td>
<td><strong>GOOD PROCUREMENT PRACTICE</strong></td>
<td><strong>PRODUCTION CAPACITY MAPPING</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STRENGTHENING MANUFACTURING CAPACITIES</strong></td>
<td><strong>STRENGTHENING MANUFACTURING CAPACITIES</strong></td>
<td><strong>STRENGTHENING MANUFACTURING CAPACITIES</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Operational feasibility at EU level**
- Would require regulatory change; relatively low threshold/straightforward (implementability depends on criteria, see above).
- Different modalities of precedent exist; antibiotics fall under JPA.
- Complex; EU-level model would require bridging Member States expectation.
- Might require amendment of framework provisions if applied to joint purchasing.
- Requires different levers depending on modality.
- Straightforward, but potentially resource-intensive (no major regulatory change required, but would need the collaboration of a range of partners from all Member States).
- Requires careful planning and multilateral agreements.

**Financial feasibility at EU level**
- Moderate impact; might require adjustment of fees for other medicines to ensure viability.
- If paid directly by Member States (JPA mechanism), costs to EU relate to administrative burden.
- Depending on extent to which European Commission shares the financial burden with Member States.
- Depending on modality (if costs borne by Member States, EU costs relate to administrative burden).
- Moderate to substantial investment necessary, depending on what is stockpiled.
- Moderate investment necessary; this would entail bringing Member States together and providing information systems for platform creation and maintenance.
- Substantial investment required.

**Financial feasibility at national level**
- Potential to achieve better conditions due to economies of scale.
- Dependent on Commission support; more challenging for some Member States than others.
- Depending on level of application, potentially moderate costs to ensure price/volumes.
- Depends on EU contribution.
- Negligible if carried by EU.
- Depending on EU contribution, more feasible for some Member States than others.

* These measures can be considered in combination; good procurement practice (adequate pricing, multiple bid winners, adequate duration and volume of contracts, delivery guarantees, etc.) should underpin any joint purchasing efforts, which can be based on subscription-style payments.
6. The EU’s role in global efforts to ensure sustained access to antibiotics

**The EU has an interest in supporting global efforts to address AMR, not only to safeguard the health of its citizens but to contribute to overall population wellbeing**

The previous chapters have focused largely on options to ensure the availability of new and existing antibiotics in the European setting. However, antibiotic resistance is a global problem, and lack of access to appropriate and effective antibiotics is a threat to global health security. What is more, lack of access to antibiotics as a driver of excess mortality is particularly felt in low-income and middle-income settings, which also most acutely experience antibiotics shortages (Shafiq et al., 2021) and would experience larger drops in economic growth with increasing AMR burden (World Bank, 2017). In that respect, the EU has an interest in supporting global efforts to address AMR, not only to safeguard the health of its citizens, but to contribute to overall population wellbeing (Anderson et al., 2019).

**The EU’s new Global Health Strategy recognizes AMR as one of the key challenges and commits it to intensifying efforts to address this**

An exhaustive mapping of how EU action impacts global health is beyond the scope of this policy brief, however it is important to note that the EU’s Action Plan against AMR launched in 2017 explicitly foresees a One Health approach at a global level, and the current Commission is tasked with working towards a global agreement on access to and use of antibiotics. This task is reflected in the EU’s new Global Health Strategy, adopted in November 2022, which recognizes AMR as one of the key challenges to address in the coming years and commits to a range of actions towards intensifying efforts to address this, including a commitment to support the development of new antibiotics (see Box 10). This commitment is in line with the Muscat Ministerial Manifesto, agreed by the Third Global High-level Ministerial Conference on Antimicrobial Resistance (AMR) in November 2022, which calls for increased investments in innovation against antibiotic resistance (and in particular the development of a robust antibiotic pipeline) (WHO, 2022b) and with the G20 call to action following the forum’s Bali meeting, also in November 2022 (G20 Research Group, 2022).

**The EU recognizes the importance of aligning international efforts towards addressing AMR and can build on its existing relationships to act as a facilitator in the global response to AMR**

Crucially, the EU’s new Global Health Strategy explicitly recognizes the importance of aligning efforts with international organizations pursuing shared goals, such as the UN’s Quadripartite (see Box 10). The EU can build on its relationships with such institutions in conjunction with its G7 and G20 membership to act as a facilitator in the global space and leverage its voice towards advancing shared objectives and ensuring synergies among existing structures, including working towards a multinational pull incentive and improving intelligence, as suggested in previous chapters. The latter could include working towards a commitment around the ‘fair’ contribution of different countries, ideally drawing on WHO expertise. This becomes particularly timely in light of the upcoming second United Nations General Assembly High-level Meeting on AMR, scheduled for 2024.

The future pandemic agreement provides a unique opportunity to make progress in tackling AMR at the global level through the inclusion of concrete provisions, including to promote the development and availability of medical countermeasures to combat AMR. Thinking in line with the options presented in this brief, additional considerations for the EU could entail supporting investment in manufacturing capacities in low- and middle-income settings to address the fragility of supply also in those settings; instruments such as Global Europe or the Team Europe Initiatives could be considered to support such actions (European Commission, 2023a, 2023b). Finally, given its position in the global arena, the EU could increase its efforts in communicating, both within and outside its confines, what the costs of inaction in the face of antibiotic resistance entail and in actively supporting related national and regional efforts.

---

**Box 10: The new EU Global Health Strategy contains actions to strengthen a One Health approach towards containing AMR**

1. Intensify work with the Quadripartite, including WHO, the FAO, the World Organisation for Animal Health (WOAH) and the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) to implement its One Health Joint Action Plan.
2. Seek ‘deep prevention’ – identifying and addressing e.g. zoonosis threats before pathogens cross from animals to humans, rather than after human outbreaks have occurred, and strengthen capacity to prevent pollution-related health threats.
3. Explore existing international conventions that affect the ‘upstream’ course of potential pandemics to examine whether their provisions or implementation plans could be strengthened to support a One Health approach.
4. Work towards the inclusion of concrete provisions on AMR in the pandemic agreement.
5. Support the development of, and access to, innovative medical countermeasures to address AMR, including antimicrobials, vaccines and diagnostics.

Source: European Commission, 2022a.
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Supplementary material: tables

Supplementary Table 1: Assumptions underlying projected 10-year allocation of investments in antibacterial R&D for therapeutics*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Funding for basic science research over the next 10 years (approx. US$2.9 billion)</th>
<th>• According to 2017–2020 data from the Global AMR R&amp;D Hub, global funding for basic research focusing on bacteria in human health, excluding TB, amounted, on average, to approx. US$290 million per year. If funding continues at this level for the next decade, this would be US$2.9 billion over 10 years.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Funding for early-stage product development until First-in-Human clinical studies over the next 10 years (approx. US$1.8 billion)** | • Assuming that its current funders continue their financial support at current levels for the coming 10 years, CARB-X should be able to invest approx. US$40 million per year in its therapeutics pillar. This means US$400 million per decade.  
• According to 2017–2020 data from the Global AMR R&D Hub, an average of US$48 million was provided annually from 2017 to 2020 to ‘industry’ organizations for ‘discovery’ research for treatments outside CARB-X. This average annual spending from 2017–2020 is optimistic looking at the future for multiple reasons: (a) The data is partially skewed by the largest grant from the National Institutes of Health (NIH) to Venatorx, which is now closed (US$7 million a year on average); (b) The REPAIR Impact Fund was one of the major contributors (US$12 million a year on average from 2018 to 2020), but has now slowed down its investments because of market uncertainties; (c) Wellcome is supporting CARB-X and not investing directly in preclinical development since 2018 (US$4 million a year on average from 2017 to 2018). If we remove the largest Venatorx grant (which is terminated), the investments from the REPAIR Impact Fund (which has slowed down its investments) and Wellcome (which is not investing any more directly in preclinical development), this would lead to an average of approx. US$28 million a year, which we top up with approx. US$5 million to take into account the fact that the data above is only funding to industry. We increase the annual amount from the Hub (minus the adjustments explained above) by 17% based on information from WHO: “The preclinical pipeline continues to be dominated by companies (n = 103; 85.1%)” (WHO, 2022a). This is also in line with the CARB-X experience and portfolio composition. In sum, we expect approx. US$33 million per year, and US$330 million over the next decade.  
• We include US$1 million a year from other incubators, mostly pre-CARB-X (e.g., AiCubators, INCATE). Their grants are relatively small (max US$250,000).  
• We add US$100 million a year from venture capital. This is based on the latest BIO report, which looked at the past 10 years, where this figure was US$1.6 billion in total (see Thomas & Wessel, p.25). US$100 million annually looks more realistic because: (1) venture investors fund the whole company, which often has other projects beyond AMR; and (2) the investment environment is worse today than 10 years ago.  
• We also add US$15 million, which should be the total remaining funding available to GNA NOW, the antibacterial project of the IMI AMR Accelerator. |

| Funding for phase 2/3 clinical trials and approval costs (approx. US$2.4 billion) | • The AMR Action Fund will invest at least US$1 billion to bring two to four new antibiotics to market by 2030.  
• G7 governments supported late-stage clinical development with approx. US$73 million a year between 2017–2020 according to the Global AMR R&D dashboard. If we assume this continues at current levels, this means US$730 million over 10 years.  
• HERA has a budget of €6 billion for the period 2022–2027. Even if we assume that only 2.5% of this budget will be dedicated to clinical development, this would be US$250 million over 10 years.  
• The figure does not include potential contributions from EDCTP3 and GARDP as these funding allocations do not include TB and do not account for the costs of regulatory submissions, post approval and access in LMICs. |

* The precise boundaries between some phases of drug development are indeterminate or have been used inconsistently in the literature. For the purpose of this table, drug discovery research includes all research up to and including the Target-to-HIT phase of drug development. Early-stage product development spans from Hit-to-Lead to phase 1 clinical trials, including first dose in human to first dose in patient. Advanced clinical development covers phase 2 clinical trials, including first dose in patient to first pivotal dose, and phase 3 clinical trials, including first pivotal dose to first regulatory filing. These estimates also include pre-approval costs of new drug applications, from first regulatory filing to first regulatory approval, and post-approval costs. It is important to note that these funding allocations do not include TB and do not account for the costs of regulatory submissions, post approval and access in LMICs.

GNA NOW: Gram-negative antibacterials NOW.
### Supplementary Table 2: Assumptions underlying minimal 10-year allocation of investments in antibiotic R&D needed to bring six novel antibacterial treatments to market*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PHASE</th>
<th>COSTS</th>
<th>RATIONALE</th>
<th>TRANSITION PROBABILITY</th>
<th>RATIONALE</th>
<th>INVESTMENT REQUIREMENTS*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basic science research</strong></td>
<td>US$415,000</td>
<td>– Mean investment per project in basic research in the Global AMR R&amp;D Hub dataset is US$412,000 – GUARD Initiative estimated US$500,000</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>There is no good data on this, and this is based on expert opinion</td>
<td>7184 projects = approx. US$3 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total cost for basic science research:</strong> US$2.71 billion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hit-to-lead (preclinical)</strong></td>
<td>US$9.9 million(^b)</td>
<td>1/3 of US$25.8 million and 15% overhead costs (Outterson, 2021)</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>(0.70 x 0.50 x 0.50 = 17.5%) 17.5% for preclinical phases collectively (Outterson, 2021)</td>
<td>216 projects = approx. US$2.1 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lead optimization (preclinical)</strong></td>
<td>US$9.9 million(^b)</td>
<td>1/3 of US$25.8 million and 15% overhead costs (Outterson, 2021)</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>151 projects = approx. US$1.5 billion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pre-investigation new drug (preclinical)</strong></td>
<td>US$9.9 million(^b)</td>
<td>1/3 of US$25.8 million and 15% overhead costs (Outterson, 2021)</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>75 projects = approx. US$750 million</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phase 1 clinical trials</strong></td>
<td>US$33.7 million(^b)</td>
<td>(Outterson, 2021)</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>(Outterson, 2021)</td>
<td>38 projects = approx. US$1.3 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total cost for preclinical research and phase 1 clinical trials:</strong> US$5.64 billion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phase 2 clinical trials</strong></td>
<td>US$35.4 million(^b)</td>
<td>(Outterson, 2021)</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>(Outterson, 2021)</td>
<td>12 projects = approx. US$440 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phase 3 clinical trials</strong></td>
<td>US$79.5 million(^b)</td>
<td>(Outterson, 2021)</td>
<td>85.7%</td>
<td>(Outterson, 2021)</td>
<td>9 projects = approx. US$740 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pre-approval costs</strong></td>
<td>US$124.1 million(^b)</td>
<td>(Outterson, 2021)</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>(Outterson, 2021)</td>
<td>8 projects = approx. US$1 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Post-approval costs</strong></td>
<td>US$189.8 million(^b)</td>
<td>(Outterson, 2021)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>(Outterson, 2021)</td>
<td>6 antibiotics = approx. US$1.1 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total cost for phase 2 clinical trials to post-approval:</strong> US$3.31 billion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The precise boundaries between some phases of drug development are indeterminate or have been used inconsistently in the literature. For the purpose of this table, drug discovery research includes all research up to and including Target-to-HIT phase of drug development. Early-stage product development spans from Hit-to-Lead to phase 1 clinical trials, including first dose in human to first dose in patient. Advanced clinical development covers phase 2 clinical trials, including first dose in patient to first pivotal dose, and phase 3 clinical trials, including first pivotal dose to first regulatory filing. These estimates also include pre-approval costs of new drug applications, from first regulatory filing to first regulatory approval, and post-approval costs. It is important to note that these funding allocations do not include TB and do not account for the costs of regulatory submissions, post approval and access in low- and middle-income countries.

\(^a\) These calculations reflect the minimal investments required to deliver six novel antibacterial therapeutics using drug transition probabilities and phase costs from Outterson (2021), and expert opinion.

\(^b\) All costs have been adjusted to 2021 dollars using the Biomedical R&D Price Index, and additional 15% to account for operational costs of pharmaceutical companies following the methodology used by Outterson, 2021.

N/A: Not applicable.
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Supplementary material: additional policy options

Non-Profit Mechanism for Innovative Antibiotic Development (MIAD)

The Mechanism for Innovative Antibiotic Development (MIAD) was proposed by a member of the reference group. While it was acknowledged that this is an interesting proposal, which could be the subject of further analysis in the future, it was not included within our main analysis as a policy option, as it has not been subject to significant analysis or debate prior to the publication of this policy brief. The MIAD would be a not-for-profit consortium of public and private stakeholders who have an interest in making effective and innovative antibiotics available for patients, including representatives from national governments, the European Commission, international organizations (e.g., WHO), non-governmental organizations (e.g., Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation) and pharmaceutical companies.

A graphic overview of how the fund would work is provided in Figure A1. The MIAD differs from the OMA, as the fund purchases and sells shares of an antibiotic candidate’s IP rights.

Initial funding would be provided by investment from each member of the consortium. The fund would be coordinated by an Executive Board, with one representative from each member of the consortium, which would vote on decisions to support the development of different antibiotic candidates according to their potential to address high-priority medical need. Public members of the consortium would retain a majority of shares in the fund and therefore votes at the Executive Board. Each member’s vote would count proportionally to the share (size of investment) of the member. The Executive Board would also vote for admission of new stakeholders in the consortium. Executive decision-making would be supported by advice from a Scientific Board, a small group of senior scientists and experts in the field of antibiotic development appointed by the Executive Board.

Upon application from an antibiotic developer (also known as the patent holder) for investment, the Executive Board would make a decision, based on advice from the Scientific Board, to invest funds to support the next step of clinical development of an antibiotic candidate. Once the next stage of development is completed, the Executive Board would then decide whether to provide further financial support for development, to sell their share in the antibiotic candidate to an interested buyer (e.g., a large pharmaceutical company), or possibly abandon support for development and lose their shares in the antibiotic candidate. Any income generated would be reinvested in the fund. The fund’s share of the value of each antibiotic candidate would increase as multiple investments are granted throughout the development pathway. The MIAD could be combined with the OMA, and national governments may wish to make prospective purchase agreements at fixed prices as antibiotic candidates approach later stages of development. These prospective purchase agreements could include conditions on access, antibiotic sustainability and environmental health manufacturing standards. The Scientific Board would guide investments towards antibiotic candidates that address high-priority medical need, such as priority pathogens or clinical indications with high health burden. While both the MIAD and OMA do not significantly impact expected NPV, they do provide a platform to share the risk of investments in antibiotic R&D.
Figure A1: Non-profit Mechanism for Innovative Antibiotic Development (MIAD)
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**Priority review vouchers**

Priority review vouchers are an indirect financial pull incentive that could be granted to antibiotic developers that successfully achieve market approval for a new antibiotic. The antibiotic developer could then choose to redeem this voucher to expedite the regulatory assessment of a future, potentially more profitable, drug. Alternatively, they could sell the priority review voucher to another pharmaceutical company. These have been used in the USA by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to incentivize R&D for rare paediatric diseases since 2012, and tropical diseases since 2007 (Ridley, 2017; Hwang et al., 2019), and require the FDA to provide a six-month priority review rather than a standard 10-month review. If the user of the priority review voucher is successful in achieving market approval, they effectively benefit from four additional months of market exclusivity compared to regulatory assessment without the voucher. Therefore, potential drawbacks of priority review vouchers are similar to TEEs, including uncertain additional costs for public pharmaceutical budgets and challenges in ensuring the reward provided by the priority review voucher is proportional to the extent to which new antibiotics address high-priority medical needs. Potential advantages are also similar, including ease of implementation, no requirement for upfront government funding, and the creation of a large incentive. However, evidence from the USA has so far indicated that priority review vouchers have had minimal impact on R&D (Aerts et al., 2022; Meyer, 2021). Instead, they have functioned to bring forward supply of medications already in the late stages of development. For these reasons, priority review vouchers to incentivize antibiotic R&D were not included as a policy option within our main analysis.

**Pay or Play Model**

The ‘Pay or Play’ model for incentivizing antibiotic R&D was proposed by the UK Review on AMR (Review on Antimicrobial Resistance, 2016) and involves pharmaceutical companies choosing to either pay an antibiotic investment charge to contribute to antibiotic R&D or invest in antibiotic R&D within their own company. The rationale behind the model is that all pharmaceutical companies have a vested interest in ensuring that there is a sustainable antibiotic development pipeline, as effective antibiotics facilitate treatments in other therapeutic areas. While the Pay or Play model has been debated significantly we haven’t included it within our main analysis because of several limitations discussed in the literature. First, many other therapeutic areas (for example, rare diseases) also experience lack of investment and they may ask to be eligible for inclusion within the Pay or Play model. Second, the costs of the antibiotic investment charge may result in higher prices for medicines in other therapeutic areas, which would either increase pressure on publicly financed pharmaceutical budgets or increase out-of-pocket payments for patients who access medicines in healthcare systems with significant private financing. Third, there is potential that pharmaceutical companies may ‘game’ the system by choosing to invest the minimum requirement for antibiotic R&D within their own company to avoid paying the charge rather than the necessary investments required to bring promising antibiotic candidates to market approval. Mitigating against this possibility would require costly administrative processes such as auditing pharmaceutical accounts, and a relevant institution at the EU level would need to take responsibility for monitoring compliance with the scheme. Lastly, it would need to be determined what size of pharmaceutical company would be required to pay the antibiotic investment charge. One strategy would be to make only large pharmaceuticals eligible for paying the antibiotic investment charge. This is because SMEs are already very active in antibiotic R&D. However, there are also many mid-size pharmaceuticals not active in antibiotic R&D.
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